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1. INTRODUCTION

cell hybridization is an important tool in the studySomatic

of a number of biological phenomena like :

the mechanisms of differentiation

- the regulation of gene expression of different genes

- mammalian cell transformation and tumorigenicity

- genetic complementation and gene mapping

Early studies were limited to biochemical analysis but

recently those can be combined with molecular genetic ana-more

lysis Szpirer J. and Szpirer C. Cell 6:53-60 1975).

Such experiments have been carried out on a series of somatic

cell hybrids between cells of a well-differentiated rat hepatoma

and fibroblasts of diferent parental origin. It has been shown

fibroblasts contain factors which can extinguish thethat

expression of livei—specific genes in some fibroblast-hepatoma

hybrids.

Intra and interspecific hybrids were made involving hepato

mas.

They may exhibit either an activation or a depression of

livei—specific function which may suggest the presence of

different factors within the cells, in different differentiation

stages. There are several examples for depression of differen

tiated functions and others, where these functions are not ex-

tinguished.

Somatic cell hybrids derived from cell lines with different

biochemical phenotypes presenting or not differentiated func

tions, should reveal whether there is a co-ordinate regulation
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in the expression of different genes and by which mechanisms

this regulation takes place.

In somatic cell hybrids the expression of differentiated

function(s) can be;

1) maintained;

2) activated (new synthesis of a protein coded by a previ

ously silent gene);

3) extinguished (disappearance of a previously expressed gene

product);

The mechanisms of extinction or activation as well as the

process of differentiation may involve trans-acting factors that

regions of theinteract with tissue-specific cis-acting control

genome. The process of differentiation and dedifferentiation in

volves activation and repression of specific genes, these events

give rise to the biochemical phenotypes of the differentiated,

dedifferentiated cells. This specificity may be due partly to

the trans-acting regulatory factors, and the study of such

as well as the study of cell hybrids between cells atcells,

differentiation stages, suggests the presence of suchdifferent

factors within differentiated and dedifferentiated cells. Such

control thefactors couldtissue-specific trans-acting

expression of many transcribed genes in a particular tissue. One

action of these factors is that the ex-of the models for the

pression of a single gene is controlled by different trans-

-acting factors present in different tissues.

These factors can be categorized into two groups : positive

regulatory factors and negative regulatory factors.

Trans-acting control function is required for expression and
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inducibility of TAT (Tyrosine-aminotransferase), a liver-speci-

Proc.Nat1.Acad.Sei.USA Vol.82:2866-fic enzyme (Schmid V. et al,

2868 1985 ; Killary A.M. and Fournier R.E.K. Cell vol. 38:523-534

1984), This function (a regulatory gene) has been assigned to

chromosome 7, near the albino locus in mouse,

The TAT structural gene is present in homozygotes for the de

letion on chromosome 7 near the albino locus but the enzyme

level is dramatically reduced, on the other hand, is expressed

normally in somatic cell hybrids between mouse liver cells

homozygous for the deletion and rat hepatoma cells. In this

the absence of trans-acting factor/s, required forsituation,

normal expression of mouse TAT is complemented with the onethe

present in rat hepatoma cells. A similar result was subsequently

obtained for glucose-5-phosphatase, also a livei—specific en-

Natl. Acad.Sei.USA vol.82:2866-2869zyme (Schmid W. et al. Proc.

1985, Cori C. F. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei.USA vol.78:479-483

1981).

In the case of mouse alpha-fetoprotein /AFP/, the adult basal

level of AFP mRNA is controlled by raf gene and the inducibility

of AFP mRNA by the rif gene. It is probable that these genes are

factors also (Olsson M. etthrough trans-actingacting

1971, Belayew A. et Tihghmanal. Jour,Exp.Med. 145: 145:819-827

S.M. Mol.Cell Biol. 4: 898-907 1982).

These changes in gene activities are generally referred to be

It is unlikely that such changes in gene expressionepigenetic.

involve irreversible genetic changes, like a mutation or a

chromosomal rearrangement. At least one exception exists of this

theory - the differentiation of cells that synthesize immunoglo-
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buline (Tonegawa S. Nature London 302:575 1983).

As mentioned before, highly specific protein (trans-acting

factors)-DNA interactions are responsable for epigenetic chan

ges.

One essential feature of these interactions is the post

synthetic chemical modification of bases in DNA. One of the most

DNA modification is the cytosine methylation, thatimportant

occurs mainly in CpG dinucleotide in the DNA of higher organisms

being envisaged as potential regulatory signal in eukaryotic

gene expression (Doerfler ¥. Ann.Rev.Bioch.vol.52: 93-124 1983).

There are several evidences that the gene transcription is

with the absence of methylation at one or more sitescorrelated

in the promotor or sometimes other regions of the genes, in

cells not expressing the given gene these sites were found to

be methylated. The general hypothesis for the control of gene

expression by methylation is that specific protein transcription

factors recognize methylated or non methylated sequences and

proposed that theRNA polymerases. Itinteract with is

for proteinessentialsurrounding alsoaresequences

recognition. However it is still not clear whether methylation

is a cause or an effect of gene inactivation, in either case

the pattern of methylation is inherited through DNA synthesis

and cell division (Holliday R. Science vol.238:163-170 1987).

importance of DNA methylation in gene expression is un-The

derlined by observations showing that 5-Azacytidine treatment of

certain cells can activate silent genes by demethylat ion, 5-Aza-

inhibit DNA methyla-cytidine, a cytidine analogue is known to

tion (Benvenisty N. et al. Biochem. 24: 5015-5019 1985).
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probably subjected to multifactorial re-Gene activity is

gulatory mechanisms, and DNA methylation constitutes only one

important factor. Both chromatin and nucleosome structures are

also important factors in these regulatory mechanisms, and there

is evidence that these are correlated with the level of DNA

methylation.

The above mentioned mechanisms with functions in gene regu-

act principally at the transcriptional level through thelat ion

levels of specific raKNA’s.

The regulation of gene expression can also occur at the level

of translation.

hepatoma cell lines, among the hepato-specific func-In the

tions, there are examples of both.

The AFP and Alb, two major hepato-specific plasma proteins

regulated at the transcriptional level in rats (Jean-Louisare

N. et al. Jour. Biol. Cherny, vol.262 N26; 12479-12487 1987). Con-

in the case of TAT, a liver-specific enzyme, thetrary to these

data are very contradictory about the regulation of this gene.

In the case of glucocorticoid induction of TAT it seems that the

induction is regulated at a transcriptional level. However, in

theinduction by cAMP there is evidence forthe case of

(Hashimoto S. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei.USAtranscriptional

for bothtranslational control orvol.81 6637 - 6641 1984)

(Noguchi T. et al. Jour. Biol. Chemistry vol.257, N5: 2286-2390

For this and others reasons, the TAT expression is a very1982).

suitable model for the study of various aspects of regulation of

gene expression in mammalian cells.

As was mentioned before, cell hybrids could be used in com-
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plementat ion analysis,

Both inter and intraspecific hybrids can be used for these

studies,in which it is possible to establish whether genetic de-

are in the same or in differentf ects in two mutant cell types,

genetic loci.

Glucocorticoids induce growth inhibition in Reuber hepatoma

cell lines (Thompson E.B. et al. Gene Regulation by Steroid

28:280-Hormons 1980; Venetianer A. et al. Cytogenet.Ce11 Genet.

and this process requires functional intracellular283 1978),

receptor proteins and involves activation and nuclear transfer

steps.

Pair-wise crosses between independent Glue, resistant vari

ants with recessive phenotype, would permit complementation

analysis.

Positive results would allow an estimation of the minimum

number of functional elements in the system.

early 19601s,through chemical carcinogenesis the Reu-In

hepatoma was obtained, which was adapted to grow ”inbér H35

rise to the hepatoma cell line H4IIEC3. All thevitro” giving

hepatoma cell lines used in my study are descendants of this

cell line. These descendants can be divided in two different

groups : differentiated and dedifferentiated.

from the dedifferentiated cell line H56In our laboratory,

through the combination of mutagenic treatment and selection in

the presence of Dex, (a synthetic glucocorticoid) a number of

receptor less Dex. resistant variants were obtained.

On the other hand, from the differentiated cell line Faza 967

cultured in the presence of increasing concentrations of Dex.
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lines with reduced Dex, sensitivity were obtained but withcell

normal glucocorticoid receptor number, as in the parental

cell line. By culturing these Dex. resistant cell lines ”in

they maintained the hepato-specific functions (dif-vitro",

ferentiated variants), some of them expressing hepato-specific

plasma proteins such as AFP, not found in the parental cell

line. Maintained in cell culture for a long time they lose par

tially or totally these hepato-specific functions ( partially

dedifferentiated or totally dedifferentiated variants).

We also have cell lines phenotypically differents in terms of

TAT expression.

Induced TATBasal TAT

a) +++++++

b) +++

c) ++ +++

These variants are phenotypically different, being in diffe

rent differentiation stages,expressing different hepato-specific

These variants offer a valuable model system forfunctions.

studing a whole range of livei—specific functions in the same

cells and some of these functions e.g. TAT are influenced by

glucocorticoids.

formulate theThis system give us the possibility tomodel

following questions :

what are the phenotypes of cell hybrids between differen

tiated and dedifferentiated hepatoma cell lines?

at what level is the regulation of same hepato-specific

functions <Alb, AFP, TAT)?

of the 5’region of AFPwhat are the methylation patterns
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and Alb in parental and hybrid cell lines?

- what is the possibility of complementation of Dex resistant

hepatoma cell lines?

In answering these questions, we can give our contribution to

the understanding of the regulation of expression of livei—spe

cific functions in hepatoma cell lines.

1.1 Alpha-fetoprotein and Albumin

Alpha-fetoprotein <AFP) is one of the most important plasma

protein during foetal life, and drastically decrease in the se

rum of adult animals. On the contrary, Alb is one of most impor-

life, and it’s concentrationtant plasma proteins during adult

increases from low levels early in foetal development to high

(A.Venetianer et al. Differentiationlevels in postnatal life

31:148-156 1986 ; Jose M.Sala-Trepat et al, Proc.Ratl. Acad. Sei.

USA Vol.76:695-699 1979).

These plasma proteins are considered markers of hepatic

Changes in the activity of these two genes aredifferentiation.

caused by stimuli that also alter the hepatic differentiation

state. The AFP synthesis is also influenced by carcinogenesis

and regenerative processes of the liver in adult mammals,re-ex

pression at high levels of AFP appears in hepatocarcinomas and

processes (Belanger L. et al. Adv.Enzyme Regu. 21:regenerative

73-99 1983; Rechaud В. and Uriel J. Int1.J.Cancer 8:71-80 1971),

and Alb are mainly secreted by the liver. AFP is similarAFP

structure and exhibits certain physiochemical and functionalin

similarities to serum Alb, with considerable amino acid homolo-
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singleAlb is 66000 D and AFP 72000 D, bothSerum areSY-

polypeptid chains, with similar functions probably as ligand

binding proteins, suited in some undefined fashion to the foetal

circulation (Joseph L. et al.Carcinogenesis vol.8:241-246 1987).

The AFP and Alb are encoded by structural, closely related

each one is 20 kb pairs long and is split in 15 exons bygenes,

14 intervening sequences, Fig.1 A, 2 A; they derived from dupli-

ancestral gene and organized in tandemcation of а сошлют

AFP3’) with the same polarity of transcription in mouse,<5’Alb,

Biol. Cherny, vol.262 N26human and rat(Jean-Louis Nahon Jour.

12479-12487 1987).

The phenotypic properties of the AFP and Alb gene system

provides a model to analyse developmental gene controls super

imposed on tissue-specific control in normal cells and in hepa

toma cells.

Jose M. Sala-Trepat and collaborators (Proc.Natl.Acad.Sei.USA

vol.76 695-699 1979) excludes the possibility that high levels

Alb and AFP during hepatic carcinogenesis could be explainedof

by gene amplification. He forwards the hypothesis that a trans

criptional activation or a post-transcriptional stabilization of

AFP mRNA could be responsable for the increase of AFP levels

during hepatic carcinogenesis.

(Differentiation 29:238-242 1985) startAndrás Gal et al.

from the fact that different changes in DNA as .-rearrangement,

base substitution or base modification, could cause selective

gene activation or repression during the organisms development

as happens in several others genes. On the results of their work

basis ofhypothesisthe that rearrangements theare
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Fig. 1 A. Physical map of the rat serum albumin gene.

Black vertical boxes denote exons and white boxes

Hind III <H>, EcoRI (Ю , from (Galdenote introns,

A. et al. Differe. 29:238-242 1985).

B. DNase I HS and methylation sites upstream from

The major DNase I HS sites are no-the rat Alb gene.

ted Alb I, Alb II, Alb III, Alb IV, the minor DNase

I HS sites are noted А, В, C, D; the methylation si-

M+l, M-2, it-4, from Tratner J. et al. Mol.tes are

Cell Biol. 7:1856-1864 1987).
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the rat AFP gene. The major DNase I HS sitesf rom

noted AFP I, AFP II, AFP III, the minor with a,are

c; methylation sites are M 0, M-l,b, M-2, M-3, from

Tratner J. et al. Mol.Cell Biol. 7:1856-1364 1987.
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transcriptional changes during development <?annot be considered

true in rat hepatomas, unless these recombinations are small

<0,1 kb). Their work provides data about this gene variation

in different rat lineages, and especially the existence of two

different structural variants in Alb and AFP genes. The same

author in two others works (Mol, Gen. Genet. 195: 153-158 1984,

N3/4 :257-265 1985) shows the existence ofGenet.vol.23Bioch.

two structural variants of this gene in mouse. However, there is

no size differences of AFP mRNA between the two types above

therefore this polymorphism does not havementioned and

repercussion at the phenotypic level.

Jean-Louis Hahón et al. (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA vol.81 :

1984) forwards the possibility of correlation between5031-5035

Alb and AFPcromatid structure changes and transcription of

They conclude that there is no evidence to sustain thatgene.

alteration in the cromatid structure of Alb and AFP gene could

the change of gene activity duringbe responsible for

there is differentdifferentiation. However,hepatocytes

cromatid conformation, meaning different DNase I sensitivity of

these genes, in different tissues.

There is still a possibility of other differences in DNase I

sensitivity that were not detected, in special in 5’ region of

these genes, which has been lately associated in several studies

with active gene transcription.

In the recent years, a lot of work has been done searching

for the correlation between DNA methylation and gene expression.

(Cell vol. 30:of these works, by Marie-Odile Ott et al.One

conclude that submethylation of transcript unit825-833 1982),
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of Alb gene is not necessary to the Albumin gene expression. The

demethylation of a specific methylation site named M 1 in 5’

not sufficient for stable gene ex-butregion is necessary

pression.

Another work about the DNA methylation of these genes was

carried out by Michele Vedel and co-workers (Nuc. Acid. Rese,

vol.ll N 13: 4335-4354 1983). They found a correlation between

hypomethylat ion and the expression of Alb and AFP genes in adult

rat liver and in neoplasic cell lines of hepatic origine. Wo

correlation between hypomethylation and the expression of Alb

genes during normal development of the organism wasand AFP

found.

A complete work about methylation and DNase I sensitivity in

the 5’ region of Alb and AFP genes, was performed in France in

National de la Recherche Cientifique” Gif-sui—Yvette by’’Centre

I. and co-workers (Mol. Cell Biol, vol.7, N5: 1856-1864Tratner

1987). As conclusions of their work, they found that the gene

correlated with the existenceexpression of Alb and AFP is well

of DNase I hypersensitivite sites and with specific demethyla-

tion of MspI sites in 5’ region of the genes.

Two MspI sites M-2, MO in 5’ region of AFP gene and one M+l

in 5’ region of Alb gene are demethylated when these genes are

actively transcribed. DNase I hypersensitivite sites AFP I, Alb

II are detected only when these genes are activelyI and Alb

transcribed.

Of particular interest, is the close localization of some Msp

I and DNase I HS sites, Fig. IB, 2 B.

It very likely that hypomethylat ion and hypersensitivityis

21



Dnase I interact to define sequences involved in interactionto

synthesis of AFP and Albwith specific regulatory proteins. The

mainly regulated at transcriptional level in hepatomas andare

also during rodent development (Nahon J. L. et al. Proc. Natl.

Acad.Sei.USA 81: 5031-5035 1982).

previous work is very important for us,because we willThe

examine the same methylation sites in the 5 region of these two

genes.

1.2 Tyrosine aminotransferase

L-tyrosine-2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.5.)The

is a aminotransferase, the first and rat-limiting enzyme(TAT)

in tyrosine degradation, characteristic of the liver and hepa

toma cell lines and almost exclusively located in this organ.

whose activity appears first at birth.It is an enzyme,

Beginning at the second hour after birth, TAT activity increases

strikingly, 12 hours after birth reaches a maximum, at least

twice that of adult levels. The enzyme activity gradually drops

so that it returns to the basal levels,values observed in livers

from adult rats, at 2 days after birth (Sereni F. et al. Jour,

Biol. Chem, 234, N3: 609-612 1959). It has been proposed that

during the time of transition from late fetus to newborn, that

increasing of plasma glucacon and hydrocortisone levels andthe

falling insulin levels are hormonal signals for the synthesis

of TAT (Ghisalberti A.V. et al. Biochem. 190:685, 1980).

native form of TAT is a dimer comprised of subunits ofThe

52,000 D designated form I. Two other forms, resulting from a
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limited proteolysis of the form I, are commonly isolated from

rat liver.

is a single copy gene about 11 kb with 11 in~The TAT gene

the mRNA is 2400 bp long (Fig. 3). Only about 1400trons,

are necessary to encode tha 52,000 D TATnucleotides of mRNA

(Shinomiya T. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA vol.81:pratein

1346-1350 1984).

The expression of TAT is tissue-specific and developmentally

regulated like the AFP and Alb genes.

Steroid hormones as Dex. induces the synthesis of TAT in rat

hepatoma tissue culture cells (Baxter J.D. et al.Proc.Natl.Acad,

USA 65 : 709-715 1970). The induction of liver TAT activitySei .

in vivo is correlated with cytosolic glucocorticoid receptor le-

et al.Biochim. Biophys.Acta 886 : 162-168 1986).vels (Tanvis A.S.

as N6,02-dibuty-The cyclic AMP and active analogous such

ryladenosine 3',5' cyclic monophosphate <Bt2-cAMP) increase the

enzyme activity, however, there is some doubt about theTAT

way of action.

concluded that the induction by cAMP was exertedVicks V.D.

at a post-transcriptional level (Wicks V. D. Adv.Cyclic Nucleotid

Other groups, have more recently shownRes. 4:335-438 1974).

that cAMP administration resulted in a rapid increase in TAT

mRNA (Hashimoto S. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA vol. 81:

6637-6641 1984).

results presented by Noguchi T. suggest that tyrosineThe

aminotransferase synthesis is regulated in two ways, after in-

traperitoneal injection of Bt2cAMP (Noguchi T. et al. Jour, of

Biol.Chem. vol.257:2386-2390 1982).
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Meyer H, et al, (Bioche,Biaphy,Acta 88b: 143-151 1986) demons

trated a synergistic interaction of hydrocortisone and Bt2-cAMP.

important work about the regulation of expression of theOne

TAT gene was carried out by Becker P.B. and co-workers (Cell 51:

435-443 1987). They have shown the existence of a specific DNase

I hypersensitive (HS) sites and the demethylated stage of

specific sites in the 5’flanking region of the TAT gene in the

not in the nonexpressing cells. OneTAT-expressing cells but

that the CpG dinucleotides within theimportant result was

of protein-DNA interaction in the 5’end of the TAT generegions

heavily methylated in the nonexpressing cell lines andare

tissues.

1.3 Aldolase

The Aldolase enzyme (Fructose 1-6 biphosphate aldolase E.C.4.

cleaving of the fructose 1-6 biphos-1.2.13.Aid.) catalyses the

phate into the dihydroxyacetone phosphate and glyceraldehyde 3-

phosphate.

Three different (subunit) types of aldolase isozyme have been 

: type A, type B, type C. Each isozyme contains four sub-f ound

units. Two types of subunits by association could give five

forms, including three hybrid forms, these are detectable by

electrophoresis Fig.4 A, and three types of subunits canzone

give fifteen forms.

The homotetramer of subunit type A called Aid-A is the muscle

being the principal form in the muscle cells, blood cellstype,

and in fibroblasts but is also expressed in kidney, brain and
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A
Aid LDH ADHB4

Ai B3
a2b2 L-ADHA3B1 LDH-5 

LDH-4 
LDH-3 
LDH-2 
LDH-1

A4
S-ADH

+ ++

В a ALD
1 2 3

ADH
1 2 3

LDH
1 2 3

+ + +

b
1 1 1

+ + +

Fig. 4 A . Schematic reproduction of zymograms of Aid, 

LDH, ADH, from hepatic extract, the passible forms.

В . Schematic reproduction of zymograms of Aid, 

LDH, ADH, from parental cell lines, a) Fa6 cell line

b> H56 cell line1.62, 2.76, 3-92 days efter fusion Í

1.52 days before the fusion.
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liver, together with other forms,

The homotetramer of subunit В called Ald-B, is the liver type

and is expressed in the liver and small intestine.

The homotetramer of subunit C called Ald-C is selectively

in the brain. Very low levels have also been found inexpressed

others tissues. Functionally it is similar to Ald-A (Penhoet B.

Proc.Hat 1.Acad.Sei . USA 56: 1275-1282 1966).et al,

available data exclude the possibility of generating theAll

different iozyme forms from a single gene and imply the presen

ce of three different genes.

The homology between aldolase subunit types indicates that

they probably origineted from a common ancestral gene (Paolella

G. et al.Eur.J.Biochem. 156:229-235 1986).

gene comprises about 14 kb of DNA, and nine exonsThe Ald-B

(Tsutsum К et al. Isozimmes Current Topics in Biological and

Medical Research vol.14: 177-193, Alan. R. Liss, Inc.1987).

The expression of these subunits in various animal tissues is

tissue-specific and developmentally controlled. The catalytic

properties of Aid A and В can be correlated with physiological

functions in the tissues in which they were found.

The mechanism by which this tissue-specific regulation is

made is not well known, however is basically determined by the

mRNA concentration, controlled at the transcriptional level.

Ald-A and ВIn the differentiated hepatoma cells Fig.4 A

and heterotetramers are visualized by electrophoresis.
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1.4 Alcohol dehydrogenase

Alcohol dehydrogenase (alcohol;NAD+ oxidoreductase, ADHThe

catalyses the conversion of ethanol to acetalde-E. C. 1. 1. 1. 1, )

reaction in the two-step oxidation of ethanolhyde, the first

via acetaldehyde to acetate and this being the maj or pathway

of ethanol oxidation.

first step is the rate limiting step in the pathway ofThe

ethanol metabolism and the level of ADH in the liver is the

major determinant of the rate of ethanol elimination in rats.

The level of liver ADH in rat increases through development.

eighteenth day of gestation it is detectable in the ratI n the

to 25% of the adult level at birth. Thefetus and increases

adult level is reached 18 days later (Niels C. R. R. et al.

Biochem. J. 103: 623-626 1967).

The ADH activity in female rats is higher then in male rats

D. W. demonstrated that this sexual difference in ADHCrabband

activity in rats is under hypothalamic control (Crabb D.¥. et

al. Life Sei. 37:2381-2387 1985).

ADH is a dimer with molecular weight of 80,000 D and theThe

of the rat liver ADH have a molecular weight very closemonomer

to 40,000 D.

differentiated hepatoma cells reveal the presence of twoThe

bands of activity; the cathodal liver isozyme L-ADH and the ano-

see Fig. 4 A,(Deschatrette J. et al. Biochem.dal stomach S-ADH

56: 1603-1611 1974).

Another tissue-specific ADH isozyme has been identified re

cently, a protein from rat testis that catalyses the oxidation
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et al.Alcohol 21:of ethanol in the presence of NAD+ (Chiao Y-B.

9-16 1986).

rat ocular tissues shows two anodal isozymes of ADH, oneThe

corresponding to more then 95% of all ADHof them the ADH1

Exp. Eye Res. 42 <4>: 305-activity in the eye (Julia P. et al.

314 1986),

1.5 Lactate dehydrogenase

<L-lactate NAD+ oxydoreductase E. C.L-lactate dehydrogenase

plays a critical role in glucolytic metabolism1. 1. 1.27, LDH)

and carries out a straightforward reaction :
V

+ lactate NADH + pyruvateNAD+

The LDH isozymes are not hepato-specific, however they are

found in the liver, see Fig.4 A.

The enzyme exists as isozyme. These isozymes are tetramers

generated by largely random association of LDH subunits within

cells among mammals and birds (Markert C.L. Science 14:1329-1330

1963), forming a complex gene family. Two different subunits can

generate five tetrameric isozymes : A4, A1B3, A3B1, B4, (Fig.4

A) and three can generate fifteen isozymes.

Each subunit has a molecular weight of about 35,000 D in all

vertebrates. The relative abundance of the isozymes

reflects the relative activities of the correspondings ge

nes ( Nadal-Giard B. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA 73 : 3618-3622

1976).

The subunit A or LDH-A encoded by the Ldh-1 gene is the pre

dominant isozyme of the white skeletal muscle.
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is the predomi-The subunit В or LDH-B encoded by Ldh-2 gene

nant isozyme of the cardiac muscle.

In mammals and birds a third LDH gene was identified and

called L4 or LDH-XC. Thiscodes a subunit called isozyme

exhibits a extremely restricted cellular expression, being acti

ve only in the primary spermatocytes.

One hypothesis for the evolution of these three genes is that

LDH-A and LDH-B genes arose by a polyploidization and LDH-C

from LDH-B by a regional duplication (Markért C.L. et al.arose

Science vo1.189:102-104 1975).

The existence of two other regulatory genes has been proposed

in mouse. The Ldr-1 regulatory gene controls the expression of

the LDH-B gene in erythrocytes (Shows T.B. et al. Proc.Natl.

Acad.Sei.USA 61:574-581 1968). The other, Ldh-2 regulatory gene

of LDH-B subunits in mouse liver (Khleba-controls the level

drava T.M. et al. Biochem. Genet. 18:1027-1039 1980).

There has also been a regulatory gene reported in the rat.

1.6 Glucocorticoid hormone action

many of their physiological effects byGlucocorticoids exert

modulating the expression of specific genes mainly at the trans

level. These effects are different in various cells,criptional

both in vivo and in vitro.

Some of the observed effects in cells are : inhibition of

nutrients transport, decreased activities of polyamine syn-

inhibition of RNA and protein synthesis,thesizing enzymes

influence the proliferation of specific target cells, eventually
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Fig. 5 . The principal steps of the steroid hormone

the recep-action. 1. enter the cell; 2. binding to

tor; 3. activation or transformation; 4. enter the

nucleus; 5. binding to specific DNA sites. S.steroid

hormone; R. receptor; H. heat shock protein.
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theof lymphoid cells and activates expression oflysis

differentiated phenotype (Gehring U. Mol.Cell Endoc. 48: 89-96

1986).

like other steroid hormones, act byThe glucocorticoids

binding to specific intracellular receptors, traverse the plasma

membrane probably via protein carrier rather then by simple

diffusion (Yamamoto K. R. Ann.Rev.Genet. 19:209-252 1985). The

intracellular distribution of the receptor has been debated .

Initial studies proposed that the free receptors are cyto-

but recent investigation suggested that the nonli-plasmatic

ganded receptor reside predominantly in the nucleus.

Before the hormone binding, the free glucocorticoid receptor

in a complex with the 90 kD heat shock proteinseems to exist

(hsp).

Teitz T. et al. (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei.USA 84:8801-8804 1987)

that in the molybdate-stabilised L-cell cytosol the glu-showed

cocorticoid receptor in an untransfarmed state exists in a com-

theplex with the 90 kD hsp, and this hsp dissociates from

receptor during temperature-mediated transformation.

Whatever the predominant location of the free receptors is,

these have a low affinity for DMA and their dissociation rates

are rapid relative to those of hormone-receptor complexes. The

the cytoplasmatic receptor,glucocorticoid hormone binds to

leading rapidly to a conversion of the whole receptor population

to the hormone bound state.

complex passes through aThe glucocorticoid receptor

act ivat ion or transformation process and this process is

dependent in whole cells. The transformationtemperature
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the affinity of the receptor for binding sites in theincreases

cell nucleus.

After the nuclear transfer the glucocorticoid receptoi—com

plex binds to the chromatin. This complex recognizes specific

GRE, andsequences, the glucocorticoid regulatory elements

affects the transcription of these genes. These GRE are hormone-

whose activity appears to be fully depen--dependent enhancers

dent on the occupancy by the glucocorticoid receptor-hormone

A partially polindromic 15 bp element is sufficient tocomplex.

glucocorticoid action (Strahle V.et al. EMBO Jour.themediate

3389-3395 1988). These elements are located in the 5’vo1.7:

genes, 50 bp from the transcriptionalflanking region of the

inhibition sites in the case of chicken lysozyme gene (Renkawitz

et al.Cell 33: 503-510 1984) and more than 2,600 bp in theR.

of rabbit uteroglobin gene <Cato A. et al. Embo.Jour. 3:case

2771- 2778 1984) or in the first exon in the case of human

growth hormone <hGH)(Slater E.P. et al. Mol. Cell Biol. 5: 2984-

2992 1985).

1.7 Glucocorticoid hormone receptor

A consequence of the chemical simplicity of steroid hormone

they themselves can neither encode nor decode theis that

varied and complex genetic programme that they now simbolize.

they need steroid receptors with sufficient chemicalFor this

complexity to interprete a different sort of code, one that

specifies the genetic changes comprising a hormone response,

The receptors are intracellular proteins, soluble in cell
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that theextracts. Jacobson M, (unpublished data), indicates

gene encompasses more then 45 kb and contains manyreceptor

introns.

A comparison of the human and rat glue. rec. , the estrogene

v-erb-A oncogen product of avian erytroblas-receptor and the

tosis virus shows striking homology, essentially with the 66

amino acid DMA. binding domain. Suggesting that these genes are

members of a large gene family derived from a common primodial

regulatory gene (Weinberg C. et al,Nature vol.318:670-672 1985).

Two types of glucocorticoid receptor mRNA’s were identified

of different species and organs, a major mRNA about 7in cells

a minor of approximately 5 kb. These transcripts differkb and

in the lengths of their untranslated 3’ sequences corres

ponding to alternative polyadenylat ion sites (Gehring U. et al.

Mol.Cell Endoc, 48: 89-96 1986).

The wild type receptor /Rwt/ is about 95,000 D and consists

of 795 amino acids, the increased nuclear transfer type /Rnti/

of only 40,000 D and corresponds to a 5,5 kb mRNAM. W.have a

from which 5’ sequences are missing (Gehring U. and Hotz A. Bio

chemistry 22: 4013-4018 1983).

262:10441-10444Kalinyak J.E. and co-workers (Jour.Biol. Chem.

provide evidence for the regulation of glue.rec. level by1987)

glucocorticoids.

The model for the glucocorticoid receptor proposes three

functionally distinct domains which are linearly arranged along

the receptor polypeptid :

binding domain in the carboxy terminal positionthe hormone

the DNA binding domain in the middle, this domain makes
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possible the receptor interaction with nuclear acceptor sites or

DNA.

the modulator domain in the amino terminal of the molecule

the DNA binding and limits theand this domain modulates

It may also function byDNA.receptor affinity for nonspecific

interacting with the transcription machinary or by affecting the

Mo 1. Ce 11 Endoc . 48 89-96 1986 )structure of chromatin (Gehring U.

Fig. 6.

MODULATION NUCLEAR
INTERACTION

STEROID
BINDING

Fig. 6. Domain model of the wild-type receptor; from

Mol.Cell Endoc. 48: 89-96 1986Gehring U.

Kost of the glucocorticoid resistant lymphoid clones isolated

reflect alteration either due to defects in receptor quantity or

quality. The most predominant is the receptor deficient type R-.

A second type is the nuclear transfer deficient receptor /Rnt-/,

this is defective in the nuclear binding and have a decreased

Another type is the Rnti withaffinity for general DNA.

binding to chromatin and abnormally high affinity forincreased
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32: 3-32 1976),DMA (Yamamoto K.R, et al, Recent Prog, Horm, Res,

Some different specific glucocorticoid resistant clones have

extremelycharacterized. An activation labile,been also

during attempted activation with rapid loss of hormoneinstable

J.Ster. Biochem. 21: 227-236binding activity (Harmon J.M.et al.

A glucocorticoid induced resistance, was shown to be1984).

a reversible down regulation of receptor levelcorrelated with

M. and Stallcup M. R. Mol.Cell.Biol,hormone (Daniélseby the

4:449-453 1984). A few examples of steroid-insensitive cell

lines possessing apparently normal receptors have been published

(Darbre P.D. et al. Cell vol.51:521-528 1987).

A few complementation analyses of differnt glucocorticoid

resistant cell lines were attempted.

The isolated hybrid clones by Yuh Y-S. and Thompson E. B. (Som.

from human lymphoblas-Cell and Mol.Genet, vol. 13:33-46 1987)

tóid R+ lysis function defective /1у/ and R- ly+ parental cell

were shown to be Dex sensitive. Complementation was alsolines,

between spontaneous mouse lymphoma cells with functio-obtained

and receptor deficient murine thymoma cellsnal glue. rec.

biol. 96:409-414 1983);(Gasson J.C. and Bourgeos S. Jour. Cell

lines derived from fibroblasts by Gal A. andand between cell

(Cytog. Cell Genet, 35:75-77 1983).Venetianer A.

1.8 DMA methylation.

One of the most important DMA modifications is the DMA methy-

The modified bases in the DNA of prokaryotes is the M6-lation.

(6-mA) and 5-methylcytosine (5-mC) . DMA of highermethyladenine
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eukaryotes contain 5-mC, as the modified base and is about 2 to

8 mol% in mammals.

In average, 70% of all CG sequences are methylated in animal

cell DNA.

The pattern of DNA methylation is inheritable and is main

tained by the action of DNA methyltransferase in a early post-

replicative step.

Two different DNA methyltransferases are now known. The

maintenance DNA methyltransferase, which acts on hemimethylated

methylate bases in the newly synthetized DNA strand in anDNA

antiparalell mirroi—like fashion and the novo DNA-methyltrans

acting in the DNAferase not previously methylated and imposes

a sequence specific pattern of DNA methylation.

One important question is how the action of the novo methyl-

transferase is regulated. It is conceivable that the access of

DNA methyltransferase to specific DNA sites is regulated by

chromatin proteins (Creusot F. Nuc.Acid.Res. 9:5359-5381 1981).

Several studies were published about the DNA methylation

and the results have given evidence of the implication of DNA

mathylation in a number of biological processes.

The DNA methylation act according to Doerfler V.(Ann.may

Rev.Biochem. 52:93-124 1983) in the following way:

- DNA protein interaction, assuming positive or negative regu

latory signal or by specific and localised structural altera

tion of DNA

- modulation of protein-DNA interaction and as a long-term

signal

protection of DNA against restriction endonucleases
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enhancment of mutation and recombination

- DNA replication influence, virus latency and differentiation

sensitive techniques have been developed for theA number of

One ofquantification and detection of 5-mC in a given sequence.

the most useful techniques is based in the use of restriction

Hpall isoschisomers. The use ofthe MspIendonucleases such as

restriction endonucleases yields a somewhat limited answer be-

only a few isoschisomeric pairs are available (Bird P.A.cause

118:49-60 1974).Jour.Mol.Biol.

The 5-Aza can be incorporeted into replicating DNA but cannot

be methylated and in this state inhibits the activity of DNA

methyltransferase perhaps by irreversibly binding these enzymes.

correlation between the degree of DNA methylation ofInverse

genes and the extent to which these genes are expressedcertain

has been estabilished.

A decrease in DNA methylation is observed in 5-Aza treated

substitution of cytidine by 5-Aza is sufficient toсе1Is. 0,3%

inactivate more than 95% of the enzyme in the cell (Creusot F.et

al. Jour.Biol. Chem. 257:2041-2048 1982).

The 5-Aza can be used to activate previously inactivate genes

24:5015-5019 1985). The human HPRT(Bevenisty N. et al. Biochem.

gene from a structurally normal inactive human X chromosome

retained in a mouse-human somatic cell hybrid is expressed after

5-Aza treatment (Peter A.J. et al.Proc.Natl.Acad.Sei.USA vol.79:

1215-1219 1982).

effect of 5-Aza is totally reversible and does not exertThe

significant mutagenic action in eukaryotic cells.
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2. MATERIALS AMD METHODS

The following techniques can be divided in three groups :

the first, somatic cell techniques; the second, biochemical

techniques for the biochemical characterization of the cell

molecular techniques used for the cha-lines; the third,

racterization at molecular level of the same cell lines.

2.1 Somatic cell techniques

2.1.1 Cell 1ines

H4IIEC3All hepatoma cell lines used were derived from the

line adapted to growth in vitro from the Reuber H35 hepatoma

(Pitot et al Nat.Cancer Inst.Monogr.12:229-246 1964).

filiation of the cell lines used in this study is summa-The

rized in Fig. 7.

A part of the dedifferentiated cell lines used, have a common

origin H56 cell line, isolated from the BUdR (5-bromodeoxyu-

H5 cell line. The H56 cell line was isolated anddine)resistant

(Ce11 vol.19:characterized by Deschatrette J. and Weiss M. C.

1043-1051 1980; Biochemie 56: 1603-1611 1974) and by Venetianer

Genet. 28: 280-283 1980).The H56 cellA. et al.(Cytogenet. Cell

glucocorticoid receptor positiveline is dex-sensitive /s/

/R+/, TK-, AFP-, Alb-, TAT-, ADH- ■ , LDH-, Aid-,

cell line was mutagenised in a single step with 400The H56

jjg/ml EMS during 20 hours with a survival rate of 30%, giving 

rise the S-H56 cells. They were kept 3 months in cell culture in
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H4IIEC3 differentiated, Dex sensitive cells

Fu5H5.dedifferentiated, Dex-sensitive cells

Fu 5-5 Oubain and 8-Azaguanin resistantH56.subclone isolated in medium containing 
30 yg/ml BUdR, following treatment with 
E.M.S. TK~, AFP , Alb Fao dex 3 M 

Fao dex 3 0 
Fao dex 3 F

Fao

S-H56.one step mutagenised cells with 
400 yg/ml E.M.S. 20h and grown for 
3 months in-increasing concentrations 
of Dex 5x10 gto 2x10^ and 2 months 
more in 2x10 Dex containing medium

Faza 967.well differentiated Dex 
sensitive cells 
HPRT , R+, s

S-H56 clones TK , R , r Dex-Faza 967. uncloned cells, grown 
\ continuosly in the presence 
\ of Dex

D-2 D-F
Dex resistant clones of Dex-Faza 967 

grown in the presence of Dex
grown continuosly in the presence 
of Dex \ \ \

106 107 112 116 125
grown in the absence of Dex

Clone F
clones grown for 8 months in Dex 
containing medium, thereafter in the 
absence of Dex

Clone 2
dedifferentiated 

variant HPRT , R+, r

F«5 Fa6
Differentiated and partially 
dedifferentiated subclones of 
Clone 2 HPRT , AFP+, Alb+

Subclones of Clone 2

Fig. 7 . Filiation of cell lines used in the study.
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-8Dex, presence, starting with 5x10 Dex, concentration, rising

every 3 weeks in such a way to obtain 3 months later the con-
• -62x10 Dex. /ml. It

_g
in presence of 2x10

centration of kept during 2 months inwas

culture Dex. /ml and after that was cloned

and each clone divided in two parts : one of them was kept in

Dex. presence, designated as S-H56 <6,7,12,25), and the other in

absence, designated as S-H56<106,107,112,125).Dex. These clones

are TK-, Dex. resistant /г/, glucocorticoid receptor minus /R-/,

and dedifferentiated like the H56 cell line.

The remainder cell lines are derivative from Fu5 <J.Descha-

trette et M. C. Weiss Biochimie 56:1603-1611 1974). The Ouabain

resistant cell line designated Fao, was isolated from the 8-aza-

guanin resistant hepatoma line (HPRT-), designated as Faza 967,

a differentiated Dex.-sensitive (growth sensitivity) cell

1 ine with numerous functions characteristic of adult liver

hepatocytes e.g., the production and secretion of serum albumin,

Alb+, the basal activity of tyrosine aminotransferase TAT+ and

the inducibility of TAT by glucocorticoids, the presence of

1iver-specfic isozymes of aldolase (Ald-B+), alcohol-dehydroge

nase CADH-L+).

The Fao dx3 M cell line was isolated from Fao cell line cul

tured in the presence of increasing

to 2x10 6

concentration of Dexametha-
-7from 10

— 6presence of 2x10 

ved from the Fao dx3 M, all with different TAT levels.

M, and maintained continuously in thesone,

M Dex. The Fao dx3 F and Fao dx3 О were der i-

On the other hand a Dex-Faza 967 cell line was obtained by

growing Faza 967 cells in the presence of increase
-7 -61x10 to 2x10 for 4 months (A.concentrations of Dex. from
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Venetianer et al Cytogenet,Ce11 Genet, vol.28:280-283 1980),

By cloning the Dex-resistant Faza 967 cells in medium con

taining 2x10 6 M Dex, different variants , clone designated D-2I

dedifferentiated and D-F the differentiated and partially

dedifferentiated variants,were obtained. These clones were grown
- 6for about eight months in a medium containing 2x10 M Dex, Cells

of clones D-2 and D-F were then divided and grown either in the

présence or in the absence of Dex, Cells from clones D-2 and

D-F grown without Dex were designated clone 2 and clone F .

Subclones of these variants <2-28,2-29, Fck5 , Fa;6 > were derived

by isolating colonies after single-cell plating.

This variants had reduced Dex-sensitivity. The differentiated

Fa:6 subclone expressed most of the liver-specific functions

found in the Faza 967 cell line and the secretion of AFP (Alpha

fetoprotein) activated in this cell line <A. Venetianer Diffe

rentiation 32:148-156 1986).

2,1.2 Media and culture conditions

The cell line were cultived in F-12 media (provided in powder

form by Grand Island Biological Co.), supplemented with 5% fetal

calf serum (Gibco).

The cells were grown in plastic tissue-culture bottles or in

plastic or glass Petri dishes in a humidified atmosphere of 8% 

C02 and air at 37°C.

The cells were detached for subculture and collected for en

zyme assay with a phosphate-buffered saline solution containing

0,02% EDTA and 0,05% trypsin.
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2.1.3 Cell fusion and selection of hybrid clones

parental cell lines were grown for approximately 21 days

10_4M BUdR for the TK-

The

in F-12 medium supplemented with FCS 5%, 
- 4line and 10 M 2-Amino-6-Mercantopurine for the HPRT- line, to

eliminate possible revertants. 

After 21 days, lxlO6 cells from each parental line are cen

trifugated together and maintained in cell culture during 24

hours at 37°C in 30 mm 0 Petri dishes in F-12-FCS medium.

The fusion agent was Polyethyleno Glycol 1000 (PEG) (for erő

in concentration of 50% PEG wt/wt inMerk)raatografia in gas,

serum-free F-12 medium.

24 hours of cocultivation the confluent cell monolayerAfter

times with F-12 and treated with 2 ml of 50% PEGwas washed 3

PEG was then aspirated and thefor about 45-60 seconds, the

cells were rinsed six times with F-12 serum-free medium.

culture was incubated for about 270 minutes in F-12-FCS,The

to permit the recovery of the PEG-treated cells and to allow the

that had fused. After that, the cellsconvalescence of cells

1 ml of 0,25% trypsin, EDTAwere detached in the following way :

diluted with 1 ml of 0,05% trypsin, EDTAwas added for 1 minute,

with F-12-FCS-HAT (HAT: Hypoxanthineand the cells removed

selective medium isAminopterin Thymidine) . 

io-2 M

The HAT :
-5 1,6x10 3 MAminopterin 4x10 M, ThymidineHypoxanthine

(Littlefield J. Science vol.145: 709-710 1964).

The cell suspension was divided into five Petri dishes 140 mm

3-5xl05 cells per Petri dishe and maintained in culture in0,

F-12-FCS-HAT selective medium until the cloning of the cells.
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Simultaneously with the cocultivation of the parental cell 

started a culture from each with lxl06cells in 25 mllines, we

plastic bottles of for testing possible revertants. The F-12-FCS

medium was changed to the selective medium, when the selection

for hybrid cells was initiated (A. Venetianer et al. Acta Biol.

Acad. Sei. Hung. 32, n 3-4:175-187 1981).

After 14 days, when the cell clones were well identifiable

cells are released by trypsin treatment with the aid ofthe

sterile stainless-steel cylinder, and kept in culture in 30 mm 0

Petri dishes in F-12-FCS-HAT (Isolation of clone strains

Ann.Rev.Enzy. vol,9: 107-108 ). When enough cells were available

they were transferred to 25 ml plastic tissue-culture battles

kept in culture definitively in F-12-FCS-HAT selecting medium.

2.1.4 Chromosome preparations

Cultured cells in log phase were maintained for 16 hours in
-7F-12-FCS medium with 10 M Methotrexate, washed three times with

PBS and maintained for another six hours in F-12-FCS medium with 

10_5M Thymidine.

0,04 ^lg/ml during 15 minutes, 

trypsinization and the chromosome preparations were made by the

Posteriorly the cells were treated with Colcemid

cells were harvested byThe

(Schnedl W. Mature New Biol.233:usual air-drying procedure

93-94 1971).

The chromosome preparations obtained were stained with 5% Gi-

emsa posterior to a short treatment of 45”-60”with 0,5% Trypsin,

in PBS, to obtain the characteristic banding patterns of the rat

chromosomes.
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These preparations were used for the control of cell fusion

numberchromosome analysis and determination of mean chromosome

of different cell lines (Jorge J. Yunis et al. Chromosoma (Berl)

vol.67: 293-307 1978).

2.1.5 Azacytidine treatment

Different numbers of cells <5xl06for AFP and Alb, 1,5x10 6 for

in F-12-FCS-HAT. 24 hoursTAT determinations) were incubated

growing culture were treated withlater, exponentially

sterilized by filtration and dissolved5-Azacytidine in PBS

freshly for each experiment (Hickey I. et al. Exp.Cell Res. 164:

concentrations of 5-Azacytidine wereDifferent251-255 1986).

used in the treatments, beginning with 0,5 pg/ml to 14 pg/ml. 

After different treatment times, (between 20-48 hours) the cell

monolayers were washed 3 times with sterile PBS. The cells were

re-fed with medium without 5-Aza and maintained in culture

during different periods (20-48) hours. After these periods the

Alb and TATcell samples were used for the determination of AFP

and for DNA preparation.

Similar cell cultures were used in order to determine the

survival of these cells in the absence and in the presence of

5-Aza. concentration used in the treatments. This wasthe same

may have an effect over cellular meta-determined because 5-Aza.

in several different ways and there is no unquestionablebolism

evidence that the inhibition of DNA methyltransferases is, in

fact the only or the major influence on gene activity of this

et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. USAcytosine analogous ( Jones A. P.
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79: 1215-1219 1982). A toxic action at high concentrationsvol.

is also present.

2.1.6 Plating test or Colony formation

This technique was used for the determination of steroid Dex.

sensitivity of the cell lines.

Triplicated cell cultures were made with a given number of

cells <700 cells in o,2 ml) for each concentration in plastic

Petri dishes of 60 mm ф in F-12-FCS-HAT medium for the control
-6medium containing 10 and 10 7 M Dex. After a week,M Dex.and

culture medium was changed and after 14 days of culture thethe

cells were fixed with 5% of Formaline in PBS, having been

previously washed with PBS and after wards stained with 1% of

Gentian Violet or with 5% Giemsa,

The plating efficiency and the colony size were analized

by comparing the number and the size of colonies in different

dishes (control and treated) and the results are given inPetri

percentage, taking control as 100% (A.Vénétianer et al. Som. Cell

Genet, vol.4,N5:513-530 1978).

To characterize a given clone three broad classes were desi

gnated :

no effect of Dex could be detected by one /г/ orresistant,

both /гг/ tests

both plating efficiency and colony size weresensitive /s/

strongly reduced by Dex, >41% of the control

intermediate /i/, redution between 5-40% of the control

It could appear some cases of resistant cell lines having
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plating efficiency, in Dex presence, but the colonieshigh

being smaller than in the control dishes. In such cases the two

parameters will give different levels of sensitivity (ri or si).

2.2 Biochemical techniques

2.2.1 Steroid binding by whole cells

High density cell cultures were harvested by tripsinization

and washed three times with cold PBS.

The final cell pellet was resuspended in such a way as to 

leave 2x10® cells in 100 pi of F-12.

For measuring steroid uptake, series of lOOpl cell suspension 

in F-12, were incubated together with 100 pi of F-12 containing

[3H] Dex. in different concentrations, between 10x10 8 M and
-8 -50,625x10 M and in the absence or presence of 1x10 M competing

unlabelled Dex.

minutes of incubation at 37°C, the cell suspensionAfter 40

was washed in order to remove the excess3 times with cold PBS,

of unspecifically bound [3H] Dex.

The cell pellets were dissolved directly in scintillation li-

Triton X-100 257 ml, Ethylenglycolquid < Tritosol PPO 3,0 S.

37 ml, Ethanol 106 ml in 1000 ml Xylol) for the determination of

receptor-associated radioactivity, using a Packard Tricarb li

quid scintillation counter.

The amount of specific binding was taken as the difference

between parallel samples, one incubated with labelled hormone

only and the other with both, labelled and unlabelled hormone
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VQl,4,N5:513-530 1978).<A,Vénétianer Som, Cell Genet,

2,2.2 Indirect immunofluorescent staining of AFP and Alb

This method is used for staining the AFP and Alb producing

cells.

immunofluorescent staining is based on the fixed cellsThe

treatment with antisera against rat AFP and Alb on glass

unspecifically boundcoverslips, after rinsed to remove the

antibodies, and treated with sera containing species-specific

antiglobulin conjugated with fluorescein.

The staining of the Alb and AFP synthetising cells, resulted

in a bright staining of the Golgi apparatus, where Alb and AFP

are concentrated before secrection.

staining was performed according to the method of Mevel-The

-Nino and Weiss (Mevel-Nino N. and Weiss M.C. Jour.Cell Biol.

5xl04 cells onvol.30 : 339-350 1981), 24 hours cell cultures,

glass coverslips were used for the staining in each series of

experiments.

Formaldehyde, methanol fixation method was used.

50 pl/coverslip of the antisera dilution against rat AFP

obtained in sheep (Nordic Immunologi, Plasma protein antisera

used for AFP detection and antiseraSh ARa/AFP) in PBS, was

against rat Alb obtained in rabbit (Nordic Immunologi, Plasma

protein antisera R ARa/Alb) for Alb detection.

The bound immunoglobulines were detected with rabbit fluores

cein-conjugated globulins directed against sheep IgG (Nordic

Immunologi S Ash/FITC) in PBS, 50 jil/coversl ip for AFP and
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sheep fluorescein-conjugated globulins directed against rabbit

IgG (Inst,Pasteur Production, Globulines Fluorescentes du Mouton

anti lg de lapin) in PBS 50 ^al/coverslip for Alb.

We counted at least 250-300 cells per coverslip, a percen

tage of positive cells per total counted cells was calculated.

2.2.3 Determination of Tyrosine aminotransferase activity

The technique for determination of the TAT activity was based

the transformation of p-hydroxyphenylpyruvic acid into p-hy-on

droxybenzaldehyde.

with 2x106 cells inTwo parallel cell cultures initiated 

Petri plastic dishes of 100 mm 0, were incubated and 48 hours 

later, they were kept for 16-18 hours in fresh medium with 1x10®

M Dex. (induced TAT) and without Dex, (basal TAT). The cell ex

tracts from this cell cultures were prepared as described by

Schneider J.H. et al.(Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA vol.68: 127-131

1971).

The TAT activity was assayed using the method of Diamonstone

T.I.(Analy. Bioch. 16: 395-401 1966) as was described by Hayasmi

S. et al. (Jour. Biol. Chem. 242 :3998 1967).

Briefly, dilutions of the cell extracts were used for the

determination of TAT activity. For each sample three reaction 

tubes were done A,B,C, Tube A is the blank, В and C were two 

parallel reaction tubes.The reaction was carried out at 37°C for

minutes and stopped by adding 100 jpl of 10 N KOH. 

later the solutions were read in the SP6-500UV spectrophotometer

30 minutes15

(PYE UNICAM) at 331 nm against control ,
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The Specific Enz imátic Activity ESA ши/mg protein, was

calculated by using the empirical formula :

O.D x 10

15 min. x 20

One milliunit of TAT activity catalyses the formation of 1 

jjmol'-' of p-hydroxyphenilpyruvate per min. at 37°C.

The TAT activity was determinated at least twice from the

cell extract.

2.2.4 Determination of protein concentration

The method of Lawry О,H. et al. (Jour. Biol. Chem. 193: 265-

275 1951) was used for the determination of protein concen

tration in the cell extracts used for the determination of TAT

activity.

Briefly, for the standard curve bovin serum albumin was used

5,10,15,20,40 pg. The reaction was performed on the same cell 

extracts used for the determination of TAT activity. Three reac

tion tubes A,B,C; A blank, В and C parallel tubes with different

dilutions. The reaction was carried out at room temperature for

15 min. and stopped by adding 100 pi of Folin IN. 

the reactions were read in the same spectrophotometer as in

30 minutes la

ter

the case of TAT at 750 nm, against control.
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2,2,5 Electrophoretic analysis of ADH, LPH, Aid

These isozymes were detected through electrophoresis,The cell

cell cultures with 2x10 6 cells insamples were obtained from

plastic Petri dishes. The cells were harvested by tripsi-

nization and washed several times with PBS (Bertolotti R. Veiss

M.C. Biochem. 54: 195-201 1972).

The cell extracts were prepared by breaking the cells in

extraction buffer by 3 cycles of freezing-thawing. The cell

debris was separated from the cell extract by centrifugation in

Beckman air fuge at 30 psi during 5’, the clear supernatant

served as C&ßi extract.

These isozymes were detected by electrophoresis on cellulose

acetate strips (Cellogel: gelatinized cellulose acetate strips

Chemetron Milan) cellogel strips with theand staining the

staining mixtures prepared in 5% agarose.

The different electrophoresis conditions and staining mixtu-

:for the ADH as was described by Bertolotti R. et Weissres were

M.C. (Bioch. 54:195-201 1972); for the Aid as described by

Bertolotti R. et Weiss M. C. (Jour.Cell Physiol. 79:211-224 1972)

and Penhoet E. et al.(Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA 56: 1275-1282)

and for the LDH as described by Meera K. et al. (Arch.

Biochem. Biophys. 145 : 470-483 1971).
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2.3 Molecular techniques

DMA and RNA preparations,molecular techniques includeThe

Southern and Northern blots, determination of DNA methylation by-

restriction enzymes and complementary techniques.

2.3.1 Preparation of DNA

DNA from different cell lines was prepared following two dif

ferent methods.

I : DNA was prepared from isolated nuclei, The nucleiMethod

et al. <Mol.isolation was carried out as described by Tretner J.

Cell Biol, vol.7: 1856-1864 1987).

The pelleted nuclear sediment was resuspended in digestion

night atbuffer as described by Tretner J. and incubated over

37°C with proteinase К 250 ^ig/ml. The following steps were made 

approximately as was described by Sala-Trepat J,M. et al. (Proc.

. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA vol.76: 695-699 1979).

the over night digestion, a first phenol extraction ofAfter

the solution was made with 2 times the volume of phenol, 2 times

the volume of chloroform/isoamyl alcohol and finally with 2 vo

lume of ether. The ether was removed from the aqueous fase and

1/ml at 37°C 3 hours. After this timedigested with RNase 200 r
SDS was added in a concentration of 0,5% and proteinase К 50

■jig/ml and left to digest over night.

After a second extraction with phenol, the DNA was precipited 

-20°C and left at -20°C. After successive ethanolwith ethanol

washing, the dry DNA pellet was resuspended in ТЕ pH7,5 TRIS-HC1
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10 mM рН7,5, 1 mM EDTA.

II : DNA from the CsCl gradient (see isolation of to-Method

tal cellular RNA) was recovered and prepared. The DNA after

ultracentrifugation was found in the lower 1/3 part of the CsCl 

gradient and was removed and precipited with ethanol at -20°C,

After successive rinsing with 70% ethanol to eliminate the

the dry pellet was resuspended in ТЕ buffer and left thereCsCl,

several days to dissolve.

solution and the followingThe phenol extraction of this

steps were already described.

2,3.2 DNA methylation analysis and Southern blots

isoschizomer restriction endonucleases Нра II and Msp IThe

for the examination of the methylation stage of internal

in the CCGG sequences of the Alb and AFP genes werecytosine

used.

Whenever the internal C residue is methylated the Msp I will

cleave it, however Нра II cannot cleave.

80 jig from the isolated DNA samples were digested with dif

ferent restriction enzymes in order to delimit the examined DNA

Usually with Eco RI, and/or Hind III single or doublefragment.

digestions were done. These digested samples were divided and

one of them, corresponding to 40 jig DNA, was digested with Hpa 

II and the others 40 jig DNA with Msp I. All digestions were 

carried out at 3 units of enzyme/jig DNA at 37°C overnight and 

after each digestion minigel control was performed.

The restriction fragments were separated on 1% agarose gel in
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TEB buffer. A DNA size standard was included also.

The DNA in the gel was depurinated with 0,25 N HC1 15 min. ,

1,5 M NaCI 0,5 N NaQH 2 hours and neutralizeddenaturated with

with 0,5 M TRIS pH 7,0, 2 JÍ NaCI. After DNA transfer to nitro

cellulose (Schleicher & Schuell) as described by Southern E.M.

(Jour.Mol.Biol. 98: 503-517 1975), the blots were baked in a

vacuum oven for 2 hours at 80°C and stored until hybridization.

at 66°C in 5xSSCThe nitrocellulose blots were washed 30 min.

and 30 min. at 66°C in 5xSSC, lOxDenh. before the prehybridiza

tion.

Nitrocellulose blots were prehybridized overnight at 66°C in 

bags in prehybridization sotuho'V containing 5xSSC,plastic

50 mM TRIS-HC1 pH 7,5, 1 mM EDTA, 0,1% SDS, 500 jig/mllOxDenh.,

sonicated and denaturated chicken DNA.

hybridized with random ol igolabel led [32P] DNAThe blots were

probes (see random oligo-labelling) in the same prehybridization

buffer, 24 hours at 66°C.

the nitrocellulose blots wereFollowing the hybridization

0, 1% NP 30 minutes at 63°washed once in 2xSSC, lxDenh, 0,1 SDS

in lxSSC, lxDenh, 0,1% SDS, 0,1% NP 30 minutes at 63°CC once

at 63°C.and in 0,7xSSC, 0,1% SDS,0,1 NP 30 min.

then wrapped in plastic bags and exposed to 

X-ray film for 10-15 days at -70°C, using intensifying screens.

The blots were

2.3.3 Isolation of total cellular RNA

Total cellular RNA from different cell lines was prepared by

the method of Chirgwin J . M. et al. (Biochemistry vol. 18:5294-5299
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and described by Maniatis T. and Fritsch E.F.(Molecular1979)

cloning,lab manual ppl94~197 Cold Spring Harbor Lab.pub.1982) as

Guanidine thyocyanate/CsCl method.

Succinctly : cell monolayer cultures were lysed by addition

of the guanidine thyocyante solution, approximately 8 ml of cell

lysate was layered into ultracentrifuge tubes previously filled

3 ml of 5,7 M Cesium Chloride and centrifugated in Beckmanwith

L2-65B ultracentrifuge, rotor SW 41 at 16°C,16 hours, 33000 rpm.

This method is based on the fact that the bouity density of

the RNA in CsCl solution is higher then any other macromolecule.

RNA forms a pellet at theultracentrifugationAfter the the

the DMA and proteins move up on the CsClbottom of the tube,

solution.

bottom of the tube was dissolved inThe RNA pellet in the

dissolving buffer and after the quantity and quality control of 

the prepared RNA, was precipited with ethanol at -20°C and kept

at -70°C.

2.3,4 Northern-blot analysis

The Northorn-blots were carried out according to Gal A. and

132:190-194 1983) with slight modifi-co-workers (Analy.Biochem.

cations.

Briefly : the precipited RNA samples were washed with ethanol

and the dry RNA pellet redissolved in sample buffer containing :

50% desionized Formamid and 2,2M formaldehyde in sodium phospha

te buffer. These RNA samples were dialized against the sample 

buffer and 25 jig RNA of these samples were maintained at 65° C
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for 5’.before the electrophoresis in agarose gel 1,2% agarose,

2,2 M formaldehyde in phosphate buffer according Rave N. et al.

6:3559-3567 1979).(Nuc. Acid. Res.

transfer of the RNA’s from the agarose gel to the nitro-The

cellulose fi1ter(Schlecher and Schull) was performed essentially

described by Thomas P.S. (Proc.Nat1.Acad.Sei.USA 77:5201-5205as

1980).

The filter-bund RÍJA was prehybridized 12-24 hours at 42 °C and

the prehybridization solution contains : 50% Formamid, sodium

EDTA 4 mM, SDS 0,08%phosphate buffer 50 mM pH 6,5 NaCl 0,7 M

Denhardt 8x, sonicated denaturated chicken DNA 0,5 mg/ml. The 

hybridization was made in the prehybridization solution at 42°C, 

24 hours, containing the [32P] labeled DNA probe. The DNA probe, 

the plasmid DNA preparation and the [32P] labeling of the DNA 

probes will be described later.

In each case, the used labelled DNA probes will be mentioned

under the presented figures.

After the hybridization the nitrocellulose filters were was

hed in the following way :

- twice at 42°C with 50% formamid, NaCl 0,9 M,sodium phosphate

buffer 50 mM pH 7,0, EDTA 5mM, SDS 0,1% Denhardt lx

twice at 46°C with 50% formamid, sodium phosphate buffer 50

mM pH 7,0, EDTA 5 mM 

- once at 52°C and once at 63°C with 0,1% SDS and 0,lxSSC

SDS 0,1%

The nitrocellulose filters were exposed to X-ray film with 

intensifying screen at -70°C.
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2,3,5 Molecular hybridization probes

first, cDNA probes,types of molecular probes were used:Two

complementary to rat AFP mRNA pRAFP65, pRAFP87, Fig.2 A (Jagad-

zinsky L.C. et al. Proc.Nat 1.Acad.Sei, USA 78:3511-3525 1981) to

rat Alb mRNA pRSA13, pRSA57, Fig.1 A < Sargent T.D. et al. Proc.

1981), to rat TAT mRNA pcTAT-3Natl. Acad.Sei.USA 78:1180-1183

pcTAT-2, Fig,3 < Shinomiya T. et al. Proc.Nat1.Acad.Sei.USA 81:

to rat receptor mRNA pSGl, a 2,2 kb Xbal-PstI1346-1350 1984)

fragment inserted into pSP65, this clone is a derivative of

pRM16 which was described by Miesfeld R.L. et al. (Nature 312:

1984) and to rat Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydroge-779-781

nase mRNA (Tso Yun J. et al. Nuc.Acids Rese. 13:2485-2502 1985)

genomic DNA probes, corresponding to genomicand secundly

of the rat Alb gene Sub JA, Sub JB Fig.1 A (Sargentsubclones

T.D. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei,USA 78 :1180-1184 1981) to the

P02, РОЗ, P04, Fig. 2 Arat AFP gene, genomic probes P01,

obtained from the PO EcoRI fragment by subcloning (Gal A. et al.

Differentiation 29:238-242 1985). These probes are specific to

5’ flanking sequences,

All these probes were inserted in plasmids.

2.3.6 Isolation of plasmid DNA

preparation of plasmid DNA containing the inserted probeThe

DNA, was made from Chloranfenicol 170 jig/ml amplified bacterial 

The preparation of bacterial lysat is similar to thecultures.

and Helinski D. R. (Proc.Natl.Acad. Sei .described by Clewell D, B.
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USA 62;1159-1166 1969),

Briefly, the bacterial cell pellet was resuspended in ТЕ buf

fer and freshly dissolved Lisozyme was added to the bacterial

at 0°C.suspension and maintained for 5 min.

After adding EDTA pH 8,0 in a concentration of 100 mM, was 

kept for another 5 min at 4°C, after which lysis was brought

by adding Triton X100 detergent mixture consisting of theabout

following;- Triton X100 0,1%, EDTA pH 8,0 62 mM, and TRIS pH 8,0 

50 mM, after 20 min, at 0°C, the sample becames relatively

lysat was centrifugated in rotor JH-20 at 18000 rpmTheclear.

50 min.

The RBA from the sample was digested by adding to the super- 

natante RNase 20 pg/ml and left at 37°C, 2 hours.

After the extraction with phenol/cloroform,the plasmid DMA

was precipitated by adding 0,1 volume of 2 M NaCl and 2 volumes 

of Ethanol -20°C. After a second precipitation, similar to the

70% ethanol andand successive rinsing withprevious one,

absolute ethanol, the finai^plasmid DMA solution can be further

purified by two different techniques.

Spermin precipitation. To the plasmid DMA solution Spermin

was added in concentration of 10 mM and maintained for 30 min at

0°C. After the centrifugation at 4000 rpm 20 min at 0°C, the 

plasmid DMA was precipitated again, and finally the dry plasmid

DMA pellet was resuspended in ТЕ buffer and controlled in

minigel.

This spermin purified plasmid DMA can be used as it is, or

purified in a second step by centrifugation to equilibrium in

Cesium chlorid-Ethidium bromide gradients as was described by
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93 55Maniatis T, and Fritsch E, F, (Molecular cloning, lab, man

Cold Spring Harbour Laboratory, publ. 1982).

2.3.7 Random oligo-label1ing techniques

The purified plasmids were linearized with different restric

tion enzymes and were labelled with [32P|-deoxyribonucleotides by

the random oligo-labelling technique, using the Klenow fragment

of DRA polimerase I as was described by Feinberg A.P. and

Vogelstein В. (Analy. Biochem. 132:6-13 1983).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LDH, Aid and TAT in hepatoma cell3.1 Expression of AFP, Alb

hybrids

hybrids were made between two cell lines phenotypicallyCell

different H56 ( AFP-, Alb-, Ald-B-, ADH-, LDH-ß- and Fo;6 ( AFP+,

Alb+, Ald-B+, ADH-, LDH-, B+) .

38 hybrid cell clones were isolated from 5 different plastic

Petri dishes. Chromosome analysis of the isolated hybrid clones

revealed that they contained chromosomes from both parental cell

lines.

mean chromosome number of the hybrid clones was about 94The

and the parental cell lines H56 43(mean), 40-45(range) and Fa6

6,51(mean) ,

All 38 isolated clones were tested for AFP and Alb production

indirect immunofluorescent staining and all clones wereby the

found to be negative referring to AFP and Alb production. Fig. 8

shows indirect immunofluorescent staining of Alb and AFP in

parental cell line.

Five different cell clones were checked periodically (each

month) for the AFP and Alb prodution during seven months. During

this period no re-expression of the two seroproteins was found.

ADH,five cell hybrid clones were checked for Aid,The same

LDH production by electrophoresis on cellulose acetate strips.

Fig. 9 shows zymograms from the parental cell lines and cell

hybrid clones. In the F«6 parental cell line Aid A and В

production could be detected in the form of A4 homotetramer and
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II

Fig. 8 . I and II indirect immunofluorescent staining

Alb and AFP.

I Immunofluorescent preparation stained by rabbit

antibodies to rat serum Alb,

preparation stained by sheepII Immunofluorescent

antibodies to rat AFP,

A. Phase-contrast optics: B. Epifluorescent optics
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Fig, 9 , Isozyme pattern of Aid, ADH, LDH from parental

and hybrid cell lines, a) H56; h) Fa6; с) VI I 1-2-12;

d) VII1-3-20; e) VIII-3-23; f) VIII-4-29.
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Traces of ADH-L production could also beA-В heterotetramers,

detected and five isozymes of LDH could be visualized upon

electrophoresis. In the second parental cell line H56, Ald-A

be detected and only LDH-A could beproduction could

visualized upon electrophoresis.

four cell hybrid clones presented show an almost similarThe

pattern of isozymes. The presence of Ald-A, absence of Ald-B,Í

presence of ADH-S and five forms of LDH could be visualized upon

electrophoresis.

1 shows the observed basal and induced TAT levels in theTab.

parental and hybrid cell lines. All the presented cell lines

were TAT negative. A TAT positive Faza 967 cell line, is also

presented.

and Alb genes,of AFPIn order to obtain re-expression

(two cell hybrid clones VI11-2-12several cell clones,

VI 11-2-23, Clone 2 cell line and another cell line named Fa5,

which had lost the AFP production, but not the Alb production,

two months before the treatment) were treated with 5-Azacytidi-

ne. The treatment conditions and the results are presented in

checked for AFP and AlbTab.2. The treated cell lines were

production and no re-expression of the AFP and Alb genes were

found. In order to research another function, the Clone 2 cell

line was treated with 5-Azacytidine and TAT activity was

Similar to AFP and Alb no re-expression of TAT genedetermined.

in Clone 2 cell line was found(data not shown).

impossibility to obtain re-expression of liver-specificThe

functions such as AFP, Alb and TAT, by-Aza. treatment is in

agreement with results obtained in other laboratories.
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Tab. 1. Basal <B> and induced <I> TAT activity from parental

and hybrid cell lines. I/B is the rate between the indu

ced and basal values.

Time afterTAT (b)Cell

fusion <days>В I/BIline

Parents

446, 13,5 21,6Fa6

953. 08 3,72 1,2(a)H56

Hybrids

812,45VII 1-2-12 4, 02 9,86

631,42(a)5,51 7,81VII 1-3-20

6513,64 1,71VII 1-3-22 7,959

814,39 7,62 1,74VI I 1-2-23

815,85 1,39VII 1-4-29 8, 14

Others

5,95Faza-967 61,6 366,45

<a> average of two samples; usually for each sample the

given value in the table is the average of 3 measurements.

<b> the presented value is ’’Specific enzyme activity”

express in mU/mg protein
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Tab.2. Treatment conditions of the cell lines with 5-Aza. 
See Aza. treatment (Materials and methods)

I.F.staining of AFP.Alb.5-Aza.
^iM/ml

Time of 
treat. 

<h>

Time after 
treat.

<h>
Cell line before treat. after treat

AFP Alb AFP Alb
Hybrids 
VI 11-2-12 30 30 Ж Ж Ж Ж0,5

30 30 Ж Ж N Ж1
Ж Ж Ж N60

VII 1-3-23 30 30 N N Ж Ж0,5
1 30 N Ж Ж30 N

Ж60 Ж N Ж
2 25,5

25,5
25,5
25,5
25,5

20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5
20,5

Ж Ж Ж Ж
3 Ж N Ж Ж
4 Ж № N N
5 N Ж Ж N
6 Ж N Ж Ж
7 60 >20 ЖЖ Ж N

30 <20 N N N N
>20 N N NN

8 30 <20 N N N
>20 N NN N

10 30 <20 N N NN
>20 N N NN

12 30 <20 N N N N
>20 N N N N

14 30 <20 N N
>20 N N N N

Faza 967 0,5 24 24 NN P P
1 24 24 N P N P

N48 P P
Clone 2 0,5 24 24 N N N N

1 24 24 N N N N
48 N N N N

2 24 24 N Ж Ж Ж
3 24 24 Ж Ж Ж Ж
4 24 24 Ж Ж ЖЖ

24 245 Ж Ж Ж Ж
б 24 24 Ж Ж Ж Ж
7 24 >20 Ж Ж ж ж

<20 Ж ж ж ж
8 48 >20 Ж Жж ж

24 >20 Ж Ж ж ж
<20 Ж ж ж ж

10 24 >20 Ж Жж ж
<20 Ж Ж ЖЖ

12 24 >20 Ж Ж жж
<20 Ж жж ж

14 24 >20 Ж Жж ж
<20 Ж жж ж

F«5 (а) 24 163 Ж Р Ж Р
б 24 16 Ж Р Ж Р
7 24 16 Ж РР Ж
9 24 16 Ж Ж РР

12 24 16 Ж Ж РР
14 24 16 Ж Ж РР

<a)This line lost AFP prodution two months before treatment 
Ж - non-production ; P - production
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In conclusion we have shown :

extinction of AFP and Alb genes and inability to be re-ex-

pressed by 5-Azacytidine treatment in our study conditions

maintenance of the non hepato-spe-extinction of Ald-B and

cific forms A£tjL~A forms of LDH and re-expresand the five

sion of ADH-S.

- absence of TAT activity in the hybrid cell lines.

extinction of hepato-speci-a total stable and co-ordinated

but not of non hepato-specific functions ex-fic functions

pressed in these hepatoma cell lines.

it was the first time that such a complete,To our knowledge,

total and stable extinction of AFP and Alb was obtained in hy

brids between hepatomas.

Alb and TAT at RITA level3.2 Expression of AFP

The hepato-specific functions are mainly regulated at trans

criptional level, as was shown by other studies (Venetianer A.

Differ.32:148-156 1986; Nahon J-L. et al. Nuc.Acid.Res.et al,

10:1895-1911 1982).

These data together with data obtained by the biochemical

analysis of the cell hybrids suggested, but did not prove, that

some of this examined hepato-specific functions are regulated

at the transcriptional level. One question that should be put is

at what level is the regulation of the expression of AFP and Alb

genes in hybrid cell lines made?

We performed the analysis of the specific mRNA sequences.

Northern blot analysis of AFP mRNA sequences in total RNA
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AFP

abed

Fig. 10 . Northern blot analysis of AFP mRNA. 25 jig of 

total RNA per lane, were hybridized with AFP cDNA

a. F<26; b. H56; c.probes pRAFP65, pRAFP87. Lane

VIII -3-22; d. VII1-3-23.
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preparations, are shown in Fig.10. It can be seen that only the

Fa6 AFP + parental cell line gave a signal corresponding

The other parental H56 as wellapproximately to 2,3 kb AFP mRNA.

as the hybrid cell lines VI I 1-3-22, VII 1-3-23 do not give any

even after a long.corresponding to the AFP mR HA.signal

In order to check the RNA quantity and quality, toexposition.

prevent false results, the same nitrocellulose filter was hybri

dized with rat G3PDH specific cDNA prebes. Ho differences in

the G3PDH mRNA (used as control) were observed among the paren

tal and hybrid cell lines (data not shown).

shows Northern blot analysis of Alb mRNA sequences inFig.11

total RNA preparations, hybridized with two Alb cDNA probes.

Similar to the AFP, only the Alb+ parental Fa6 cell line gave

the approximately 2,3 kb Alb mRNA. Nosignal corresponding to

signal corresponding to the Alb mRNA was detected in the other

cell lines even after a long exposition. Again no differences.

Northern blot analysis of the TAT- parental and hybrid cell

lines showed that no TAT mRNA could be detected even after a

long exposition in these TAT- cell lines.

it can be said that the regulation of AFPAs a conclusion,

and Alb is at transcriptional level in the hybrid cell lines.

of AFP and Alb in the cell hybrids is atThe extinction

transcriptional level, most probably from a transcriptional

block, similar to the parental cell lines.

3.3 Methylation analysis of the 5’region of AFP and Alb genes

Previous Southern blot analysis of digested DNA from diffe-
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abed

Fig. 11 . Northern blot analysis of Alb mRNA. 25 jig of 

total RNA per lane, were hybridized with Alb cDNA

probes pRSA13, pRSA57. Lane a. Fq;6; b. H56; с. VIII-

3-22; d. VI I 1-3-23.
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rent parental and hybrid cell lines indicated that the gross oi—

ganization of the AFP and Alb genes were unchanged in these cell

Based in these results it could belines (data not shown).

insertion or deletion is res-excluded that gross rearrangement

ponsible for extinction of these genes in cell hybrids.

The level of methylation of the internal Citozine in the

CCGG at 5’region of AFP and Alb genes,in the parentalsequences

and hybrid cell lines were determined by digestion with

isoschizomer restriction endonucleases Hpall and MspI,

In several studies correlation were found between the hypome-

thylation of some specific sites and the expression of genes.

Two such MspI sites M 0, M-2 (hypomethylated on the internal

in the 5’region of AFP gene Fig.2 B, and one M+l inCitozine)

5’ region of Alb gene Fig. 1 B, were found in the AFP and Albthe

producer cells (Trainer J.et al.Mol.Cell.Biol. 7 : 1856-1864 1987).

that should be put is whether the ex-The principal question

of AFP and Alb gene expression in the cell hybridstinction

is correlated or not with alterations of the methylation pattern

in the 5’ region of AFP and Alb genes?

3.3.1 Methylation pattern of the 5’region of AFP gene

Fig. 12 shows the methylation state of the 5’region of AFP ge

ne at M 0 site mapped into the first exon, about 30 nucleotids

downstream from the TAT box. The autoradiogram was obtained with

probe P04 and this revealed the level of methylation of the site

M Ü (see Fig.2 B). The AFP+ parental cell line shows two bands

with similar M, V, of about 1,0 kb. This corresponds to the
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Probe: PO4
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D EВ CА

Fig. 12 . Methylat ion state of the 5’region of the rat 

AFP gene, site M 0. Genomic DNA digested with Eco RI

-Hind III and then either by Msp I <M> or Нра II <H>

Materials and Methods. Hybridizedas described in

Lane A, Fa6; В. VI I 1-3-23; С. VIII-with probe PQ-4.

2-12; D. VII1-4-29; E. H56.
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demethylated state of the site M 0 (Hpall cut only when the

internal Citozine in the sequence CCGG is demethylated). Lane E.

the AFP- H56 parental cell line, two bands with different M. ¥.

band 1,4 kb corresponds to theM. ¥.can be seen. The higher

fragment obtained by the double EcoRI-HindlI I digestion, because

the M 0 site can not be cut by Hpall when the internal Gitosine

is methylated. The lanes B.C.D. correspond to three hybrid

cell lines and the observed methylation pattern is similar

to the AFP- H56 parental cell line.

The Fig.13 shows the methylation state of the 5’region of AFP

gene at site M-2 located upstream of the M 0 site (see Fig.2 B).

A similar pattern of methylation as in the case of M 0 site was

obtained.

bands of the same size were obtained in the case of AFP+Two

and two bands with different size were obtained in the AFP-Fck6

H56 parental and in three hybrid cell lines.

The higher band corresponds to the EcoRI-HindI 11 fragment

because the Hpall restriction enzyme will not cut when the in

ternal Citozine in the M-2 site is methylated.

methylation state of this two M 0 and M-2 sites seems toThe

be well associated with AFP gene expression in the cell hybrids,

similar to the parental cell lines as well as in other cell

lines and tissues. These sites were undermethylated in the AFP

producer cell lines and fully methylated in the AFP nonproducer

parental and hybrid cell lines.

In contrast to these sites the methylation state of other si

tes (see Fig.2 B) located in the 5’region of AFP gene were not

associated with AFP gene expression (data not shown).
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Fig. 13 . Methylation state of the 5’ region of the rat 

AFP gene , site M-2. Genomic ВЖА was digested as des-

Fig.12. Hybridized withcribed in the legend of

Fa6; В. VII1—3—23; C. VIII-2-12;probe PO-2. Lane A.

D. VI 11-4-29; E. H56; F. probe PO-2.
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3,3,2 Methylation pattern of the 5’region of Alb gene

principal question in the case of Alb gene is the methy-The

state of the M+l site. This side is located about 800 bplation

downstream from the cap site in the first exon of the Alb gene

and the methylation state of this site is correlated with the

Alb gene (Trainer I. et al. Mol. Cell Biol.expression of the

7:1856-1864,1987).

shows the methylation state at the site M+l. In the FaFig.14

6 Alb+ parental cell line, two bands of the same size approxi

mately 1,0 kb can be observed when Hpall digestion was perfor-

as in the casethe appearance of a band with similar M.V.med,

that the probed site isdigestion, signifiesof MspI

corresponding to fragments withdemethylated. bandsTwo

different size can be observed in MspI and Hpall digestions in

the H56 Alb- parental cell line, as well as in the hybrid cell

EcoRI-Hindl11 frag-lines. The highest band corresponds to the

ment and signifies that the probed site is methylated.

Hybridization with the probe sub JA resulted in a complex

of three MspI sites in that DNApattern due to the presence

region. Fig.15 shows the methylation pattern of site M-2 located

3,5 kb from the cap site. The M-2 site is methylated evenabout

when the Alb+ parental cell line transcribes the albumin gene,

withThe levels of methylation of these sites do not correlate

Alb gene expression.

methylation state of the M+l site is correlates with theThe

is undermethylated in the Alb producer andAlb gene expression

methylated in the Alb nonproducer cell lines.
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А В С D E

Fig. 14 . Methylation state of the 5’ region, of the rat

Alb gene, site M+l, Genomic DNA was digested as des-

in the legend of Fig.12. Hybridized withcribed

VII 1-3-23; С. VII 1-2-Fa: 6 ; B.probe Sub JB. lane A.

12; D. VII1-4-29; E. H56.
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of the 5’region of the ratFig. 15 . Methylation state

Alb gene, site M-2. Genomic DNA was digested as des-

the legend of Fig.12. Hybridized withcribed in

probe Sub JA. Lane A. Fa6; В. VI I 1-3-23: С. VI11-2-

12; D. VII1-4-29; E. H56.
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3.3.3 Effect of 5-Azacytidine on the methylation pattern of

some specific sites in the 5’region of AFP and Alb genes

was previously described, no re-expression of AFP and AlbAs

found in 5-Azacytidine treated hybrid cell lines. To-genes was

were prepared from these treated cell linesDNA/stal genomic

and the methylation state of some specific sites in the 5’region

of AFP and Alb genes were determined as was already described.

Fig.16 shows the methylation state of AFP site M 0 in a hy-

cell line treated with different concentration of 5-Azacy-br id

No differences could be observed between the lane A.tidine.

diffe-control untreated cell line and lanes B.-F. treated with

rent concentrations of 5-Azacytidine.

Similar results were obtained for the AFP site M-2<Fig.17>and

the Alb site M+l(Fig.l8). No differences in the methylationfor

of these sites were observed between the untreated and 5-state

Azacytidine treated hybrid cell line.

These results are somewhat unexpected and at this moment

it was shown thatthey are difficult to interpret, but recently,

some methylation site were persistently methylated even after

consecutive 5-Aza. treatments(Michalowsky 1. A. et al.multiple

Mol. Cell Biol.vol 9 :885-892,1989).

The results presented about the methylation pattern of the 5

region of the AFP and Alb genes are in good agreement with

previously published results obtained in the AFP and Alb produ-

lines and tissues (Ott M-0. et al.cer and non-producer cell

Tratner I. et al. Mol. Cell Biol. 7:Cell 30 : 825-833 1982 and

However we do not know the exact function of1856-1864 1987).
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Methylation state of the AFP site M 0 inFig. 16 .

5-Aza. treated hybrid cell line. Genomic DHA was
/

digested as described in the legend of Fig.12. Hy

bridized with probe PQ-4, Lane A. control, untreated

C. 6 pM Aza.hybrid cell line; B. 3 pM Aza. 0 hours;

Oh.; D. 3 pM Aza. 24 h.; E. 6 pM Aza. 24 h.; F. 6pM

Aza. 48 h. ; G. PO-4 probe.
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of the AFP site M~2 inMethylation stateFig, 17 .

5-Aza. treated hybrid cell line. Genomic БЖА was di

gested as described in the legend of Fig,12. Hybri

dized with probe PÜ-2. Lane A. control, untreated 

hybrid cell line; B, 3 pM Aza. Oh.; C. 6 pM Aza. 0 

h. ; D. 3 ^лМ Aza. 24 h. ; E. 6 pM Aza. 24 h. .
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Fig. 18 . Methylation state of the Alb site M+l in

5-Aza. treated hybrid cell line. Genomic DNA was di

gested as described in the legend of Fig.12. Hybri

dized with probe Sub JB. Lane A. control, untreated

hybrid cell line; B. 3 pM Aza. Oh.; C. 6 pM Aza. 0

24 h. ; F, 6 jjKh. ; D. 3 pM Aza. 24 h.; E. 6 pM Aza.

Aza. 48 h..
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DNA methylation, if the methylation is a cause or a consequence

of extinction or if it acts only to stabilize the gene extincti-

The methylation pattern of the AFP and Alb genes in theon.

hybrid cells were similar to the AFP and Alb negative parental

cell line. We presume that the mechanism of extinction of AFP

and Alb genes in the hybrid cell lines is similar to the obser

ved in the AFP and Alb negative parental cell line.

regulatory significance of these sites is supported byThe

their location near regions defined as important for AFP and Alb

gene control. The AFP M 0 is located within the tissue-specific

promoter (Muglia L. et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sei. USA 83 :7653-

7657 1986), the M-2 site is positioned in a region defined as a

tissue-specific enhancer, between -3,7 -3,3 kb (Vatamabe K.et al

Jour.Biol.Chem. 262: 4912-4818 1987).

□f particular interest is that these three MspI sites,are

closely located to some DNase I HS sites, as was shown by

I. and co-workers CMol.Cell Biol. 7:1856-1864 1987). ItTratner

is thus likely that the DNA methylation and specific alterations

in chromatin structure, like DNase I HS, define and expose cis-

acting regulatory elements in such a way that trans-acting fac

tors could then bound to these cis-acting regulatory elements

CKeshet I. et al. Cell 44:535-543 1986).

3.4 Regulation of TAT activity in different hepatoma cell

line variants

As was already stated the data about regulation of TAT

gene is contradictory. The main question is the level of regu-
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lation of the basal and Dex induced TAT (transcriptional and/or

translational level) in hepatoma cell line variants.

The TAT activity was determinated in the hepatoma cell line

in Fig.19 A.It can bevariants and the results are presented

the Fao dx3 M have a relatively high basal 142,4 andthatseen

1217,0 TAT activity, the I/B value is 8,8. The secondinduced

and third lines have 63,9; 91,3 as basal and respectively 137,0;

TAT activity. The I/B value is 2,1 in the Fao141 as induced

dx3 F and 1,5 in the Fao dx3 О cell line.

Fig. 19 В shows the Northern blot analysis of TAT mRNA

from total RNA preparations from paralell cellsequences

cultures of the same cell lines. The total RNA was prepared

of TAT activity. Thesimultaneously with the determination

the 2,4 kb TAT mRNA and the 1,2 kbsignals corresponding to

used as control, can be observed. No significantG3PDH mRNA,

differences in the RNA quantity or quality, can be seen based

the fact that the signal intensity of the 1,2 kb G3PDH isin

almost the same in every line.

analysis of the results clearly showed that the value ofThe

I/B 8,8 determinated by biochemical methods correspond to nine

TAT mRNA in the Fao dx3 M cellincrease of the inducedfold

line. However, the values of I/B determinated from the Fao dx3 F

through determination2,1 and 1.5 from the Fao dx3 О cell lines

of theof TAT activity do not correspond to the increase

TAT mRNA isTAT mRNA. The increase of inducedinduced

approximately six-fold, however the I/B values is 2, 1 and

respectively 1,5.

action of Dex., the glucocorti-As was already stated the
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TAT (a)Cell

I/ВI <b>В <b>1 ine

8,81217,0142,4Fao dx3 M

1,5141, 091,3Fao dx3 О

137, 0 2, 163,9Fao dx3 F

В

TAT

i2.

1.

a b c d e f

Fig. 19 A . Basal and induced TAT activity in hepatoma

cell line variants.

<a> Specific Enzyme Activity expressed in mU/mg protein, 

(b) the given value is the average of 3 measurements.

induced by 1x10 6 К Dex.

В . Northern blot. analysis of the TAT mRNA in 

hepatoma cell line variants. 25 jig of total mRNA per 

lane was hybridised with TAT cDNA probe pc TAT-3. 

Lane a. Fao dx3 M basal ; b. induced ; c. Fao dx3 О

В. basal ; I .

basal ; d. induced ; e. Fao dx3 F basal; f. induced.

1. 1,2 kb G3PDH mRNA’s, 2. 2,4 kb TAT mRNA’s.
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hormone used for TAT indution is mediated by the glucocor-coid

hormone receptors. For this reason we analised the glue.ticoid

themRNA in the previously mentioned cell lines andrec.

results are presented in the Fig. 20, The signals corresponding

mR BA. and the 1,2 kb G3PDH mRNA can beto the 7.0 kb glue. rec.

seen.

As was expected no significant differences in glue. rec.

non in the RNA quantity or quality can be observed.mRNA,

As conclusions it can be affirmed that :

- the regulation of basal TAT is at transcriptional level

there is no doubt that, the indution of TAT by Dex. is made

at transcriptional level, however, two of the examined cell

lines show a post transcriptional regulation, probably at the

translational level.

- the content of glue. rec. mRRA is the same in the three cell

line variants as well as the level of the induced TAT mRNA in

two of the examinated cell lines.

The regulation of TAT activity is principally at transcrip

tional level similar to the other examined hepato-specific

but there is doubtless evidence that in two of thefunctions,

examinated cell lines a post transcriptional regulation acts in

the expression of induced TAT activity.

3.5 Complementation analysis between different glucocorticoid

sensitive hepatoma cell lines

To investigate these Dex resistant glucocorticoid receptor

minus and plus hepatoma cell lines with regard to complemen-
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Glue. rec.+ GAPD

2.

m

1.• - m

abode

blot analysis of the glue, rec . mjRNAFig. 20 . Northern

lines with different TAT activity.in hepatoma cell

of total RNA were hybridised with glue, rec .25 pg

cDNA psGl, and G3PDH cDNA probe. Lane a. Fao dx3 M

basal; d. induced;basal; b. induced; c. Fao dx3 F

1. 1,2 kb G3PDH mPNA’s; 2. 7 kbe. Faodx3 О basal.

glue, rec . mRFA’s.
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tation of the lysis function (Dex sensitivity) in pair-wise

an essential step is to carry out a test for the domi—crosses,

nance or recessiveness of the phenotype in question.

In order to determine the dominante phenotype in hepatoma

cell lines, a cell hybrid was made between Faza 967 R+ s,

steroid-responsive phenotype and S-H56-125 R- steroid-r,

-nonresponsive phenotype

The results are presented in Tab. 3 . The three examined

from the previously mentioned fusion IX-4-1,hybrid clones

sensitive by plating testIX-5-5, were shown to be DexIX—4—2

conferring the expected results that the Dex sensitive phenotype

is dominant.

Confirming the absence of a diffusible factor, in the ste-

cell line, the Dex resistant phenotype israid-resistant

recessive and the Faza 967 cell line contains biologically

The dominance of the glucocorticoidfunctionable receptors.

responsive phenotype was found by others authors also <Yuh Y-S.

Som. Cell Mol. Genet, vol.13: 33-46 1987).and Thompson E.B.

next step was to make an attempt to carry out complemen-The

between different glucocorticoid-resistant hepatoma celltation

Five different crosses were made between a Dex resistant1ines.

r Clone 2 cell line and five different Dex resistant R-, rR+

S-H56 clones.

Clone 2 x S-H56-106

Clone 2 x S-H56-107

Clone 2 x S-H56-112

Clone 2 x S-H56-116

Clone 2 x S-H56-125
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Tab,3, Characterization of paternal cell lines and cell 
clones obtained by fusions

Steroid
receptor

Chromosome
number

Colonies
formation

Dex.
sensi
tivity

Time after 
fusion 
(days)

Cell line
MeanRangeNumberSize

i s, i 
r, r 
r , r 
r, i 
r, i 
Г, r 
r, r 
r, i 
r, i

Faza 967 
Clone 2 
S-H56-106 
S-H56-107 
S—H56-112

38 s
5,4x103 83-89

40-54
48- 53
49- 55 
49-55

. 8755 r r
5076 arr
51i76 r a
52-11 i ar
5268 r r a

S-H56-116 -18 arr
40 i ar

S-H56-125 75 i ar

Hybrids 
S-H56-112 
xFaza 967 

IX—4—1 
IX—4—2 
IX—5-5

20 s, s 
s, s 
s, s

s s
20 s s
25 ss

Clone 2 x 
S-H56-106 

1-1-1 3,0x10377 r г r, r 
Г, r 
r, r 
r, r 
i , r 
r, r 
i. r

148 r r
124112-137461-1-4 r r

50 rr
1-1-7
1-3-18
1-4-20

84 i r
76 r r
59 i r

Clone 2 x 
S-H56-107 

I 1-3-3 95-137 12350 i» r 
i, r 
r, r 
r, i 
r, r 
i, r 
i,r

i r
84 i r

11-3-7 
I 1-1-11 
11-2-13

50 r r
62 ir
62 r r

115 i r
I 1-2-14 76 i r

Clone 2 x 
S-H56-125 

11 1-3-5 54 r, i 
r, r 
r, i 
r, r 
r, r
r, r
i, i
s, i 
s, i 
i, r 
i.r 
s, i 
i, i

ir
98 124-136 131r r

115 ir
123 r r

111-4-7 51 r r
8,58x103 

8,50x10s

75 r r
I 11-1-9 64 i i

105 is
118 is
120 i r

I 11-1-13 98 i r
114 is
116 i i
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Continuation, of Tab, 3

Dex.
sensi
tivity

Steroid
receptor

Chromosome
number

Time after 
fusion 
(days)

Colonies 
f ormát ionCell line

MeanRangeSize Number

I I 1-4-19 76 r, r 
r, r 
r, r 
r, r 
r, r
r, r
s, s 
s, s

r r
98 r r

129 rr
78I 11-3-2 rr

108 rr
110 rr
78I I 1-3-1 ss
93 ss

Clone 2 x 
S-H56-112 

V-5-4 
V-5-7 
V-5-8

49 r, r 
r, i 
r, i 
r, i 
r, r 
i, r 
r, r

rr
68 ir

i74 r
91 ir
74V-6-13

V-6-16
rr

68 i r
128 rr

Clone 2 x 
S-H56-116 

VI-2-2 
VI-2-9 
VI-1-16

57 r, r 
r, r 
r, i

r r
44 r r
37 ir

(a) Less then 10-20% of the parental cell line H56 2,94xl03
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approximately five independent clones wereFrom each cross

characterized for Dex sensitivity by plating test and the resul-

and Fig. 21 . The parental cellts are presented in the Tab. 3

lines used in these crosses are Dex resistants Tab.3;Fig.21 A,B.

Among four different crosses no Dex sensitive hybrid clones were

identified Tab.3, Fig.21 C, D, however different degrees of Dex

especially when the two parameters ofresistance were found

plating test gives slightly different values.

Among the isolated hybrid clones from one of the crosses

(Clone 2 x S-H56-125) sensitive and resistant phenotypes were

found Tab.3,Fig.21 E. From the seven charaterized hybrid clones

three were found to be Dex sensitive and the others four Dex

resistant.

was shown by chromosome analysis the examined cell clonesAs
i are cell hybrids obtained by the fusion of the parental cell

lines Fig,22 . The 11 1-1-4 cell hybrid clone contains the!

set of the parental cell lines. As it can be obsei—Chromosom 1

3 a limited chromosome loss appear in the diffe-ved in Tab.

rent clones (124, 123, 131) but the expected maximal chromosome

number can also be found.

In order to investigate the glucocorticoid receptor in the

of theparental and hybrid cell lines, the determination

glucocorticoid receptor content and Northern blot analysis of 

glucocorticoid receptor m RNA was carried out.

The Clone 2 r, R+ cell line have 5,4xl03 receptors per cell,

cell lines have less than 10%,of the parentalthe S-H56 r R-

Among the analysed cell hybrids no significantcell line H56.

that couldin glucocorticoid receptor content,difference
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of Dex on colony formation of pa-Fig. 21 . The effect

and hybrid cell lines (see Materials and Me-rental

thods for details). Panel A. Clone 2; B. S-H56-125;

2 x S-H56-106 , 1-1-7; D. Clone 2 x S-H56-C. Clone

107 , I 1-3-3; E. Clone 2 x S-H56-125 , I I 1-1-9.
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different sensitive or resistant phenotype, wasexplain the

found by the techniques of steroid binding by whole cells.

The northern blot analysis of the glucocorticoid receptor

preparetions is shown in Fig.23.mRNA sequences from total RNA

It can be seen that only the receptor positive cell lines

give a signal with an approximately molecular weight of 7 kb,

and again there is no difference at receptor mRNA level that can

explain the differences in phenotype.

In conclusion we have shown that :

- the glucocorticoid sensitive phenotype is dominant in hepa

toma cell lines and the S-H56-112 cell line did not possess

trans-dominant negative function that prevent growth inhibition.

the glucocorticoid R- S-H56-125 cell line can be complemen-

by the R+ Clone 2 cell line, giving a glucocorticoid sensi-ted

tive phenotype.

existence of more then two intervening genes in thethe

complementation of the R-growth inhibition; because in the

phenotype is not enough for the restauration of glucocorticoid

sensitive phenotype.

reactivation of the receptor gene in the S-H56there is no

clones.

- the observed glucocorticoid resistant or sensitive phenoty-

among the cell clones isolated from the same fusion and frompe

different fusions cannot be explained by the differences in glu

cocorticoid receptor content either at receptor mRNA level.

This data is in agreement with the data presented by others

however, some questions remain to be answered.

is no doubt, that two different types of glucocorticoidThere
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Fig. 22 . Mitosis from parental and hybrid cell lines.

A. S-H56-106 ; B. D12HbDex ; C. Clone 2 x S-H56-106,

1-4-7.
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Fig. 23. Northern blot analysis of glue. ree. mRNA in

parental and hybrid cell lines, a. S-H56-126; b. 

Ill — 1 — 9 ; с. III-4-7; d. I-1-1; e Faza 967; f.

H36.
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receptor mRNA were observed in cells of different species and

organs and these differ in the length of their untranslated 3

sequences. However, the available data about the molecular wei

ght and function of this mRNA types are confusing. Miesfeld R.

and co-workers (Nature 312 :779-781 1984) affirm that the gluco-

6 kb, but the 6 kb mRNA in r-corticoid receptor transcript is

and the 5 kb mRNA in the nt’ mutants may encode nonfunctional

94 Kd and 40 Kd proteins.

1986 Miesfeld R. and co-workers (Cell 46 :389-399 1986)In

affirm that the two types of glucocorticoid receptor mRNA are of

6,5 kb and 4,8 kb.

Kalinyak J.E. et al. (Jour.Biol.Chem. 262 : 10441-10444 1987)

and Gehring U. et al (Mol.Cell Endoc. 48: 89-96 1986) confirm a

7 kb major mRNA and a 5 kb minor mRNA, and in variants of the

phenotype a major 5,5 kb receptor mRNA from which 5’ sequen-nt ’

ces are missing.

The molecular weight of glucocorticoid receptor mRNA observed

by us is 7 kb in both parental and hybrid cell lines. The same

molecular weight mRNA was observed in cell lines with normal TAT

activity.

can be affirmed that this 7 kb molecular weight glucocoi—It

ticoid receptor mRNA found by us in different hepatoma cell

lines with common origin is biologically functionable.

A second question is how to explain the different sensitive

and resistant phenotypes observed among the isolated clones from

the same fusion.

It seems possible that these different phenotypes can be cau

sed by different chromosomal events like : chromosome loss, etc.
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However, the further characterization of this event is almost

impossible, taking in acount the high chromosome instability

and the mean chromosome number observed.

Such loss of certain chromosomes was already observed to be

responsible for the alteration of the observed phenotype <Gal A.

A. Cytog. Cell Genet. 35:75-77 1983). Similar toand Venetianer

them we observed a marked size heterogenity among the colonies

in the presence of different Dex concentration.

Little information about the detailed process of growth inhi

bition is available. It seems that the growth inhibition is a

complex cascade event, where several genes are responsible for

this, at least more then two, being a multistep function.

seems that the S-H56 clones contains different defects inIt

this multistep genes, 

R-, <Grabc-

that S-H56-106; 107; 116; 112; are Gr

a- b- c+ different genes responsable for the growthare

inhibition function) but the S-H56-125 is Gra+b+c-R~, the other

cell Clone 2 is Gr a+ b C+R+. From the fusion Clone 2 xparental

S-H56-106 107, 112, 116 a glucocorticoid resistantarose

a + b- c + glucocorticoid sensitivephenotype

phenotype Clone 2 x S-H56-125 Gra+ b+c+R+.

theGr and

that the glucocorticoid receptor is complementedThis means

in all crosses, but the growth (Gr) inhibition function is

complemented only in some hybrid clones from Clone 2 x S-H56-

125 cross.
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3.6 General discussion

There is no doubt about the importance of trans-acting

factors in gene regulation, in temporal and selective acti

vation or repression of particular genes during the differen

tiation (Maniatis T. et al. Science vol236 :1237—1245, 1988).In

the case of several hepato-specific genes, it was demonstrated

the existence of regulatory genes, acting through trans-acting

factors by binding to cis-acting regulatory regions.

The presence of such regulatory genes were demonstrated in

in mouse liver the adult basal level of mRNA isthe case of AFP;

Exp. Med.145:determined by the raf gene (Olssan M. et al. Jour.

the magnitude of the transient induction of819-827 1977) and

AFP mRNA during regeneration by a gene termed rif (Belayew A. et

al. Mol.Cell.Biol. 2: 1427-1435 1982).

In the case of TAT,a control region is required for the mouse

expression has been assigned near to the albino locusTAT gene

Natl. Acad. Sei. USA 82:on chromosome 7 (Schmid W. et al. Proc.

2866-2869 1985).

the existence of two regulatory genes hasIn the case of LDH

been found in mouse, the Ldh-1 and Ldh-2, as was mentioned in

the introduction.

The existence and envoivement of such trans-acting factors in

the regulation of genes coding for differentiated functions have

been shown, also by somatic cell hybridization experiments, as

in fusion of fibroblast cells with hepatoma cells. These factors

are positive or negative regulatory factors. Another type of

differentiation specific factors were also identified, as the
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Albumin Proximal Factor (AFF), a promoter specific transcriptio

nal factor identified by Cereghini S. and co-workers. Homologous

sequences to the APF recognition site were found in the promoter

of other liver specific genes (Cereghini S. et al. Genesregion

Develop. 2:957-974 1988).

differentiated hepato-specific functions are regu-Such

is also supported by theThislated in a co-ordinated manner.

fact that differentiation and reversion of hepatoma cell lines

affect the entire group of hepato-specific functions. In this

study, one of the conclusions, was the total, stable and co

ordinated extinction of the examinated hepato-specific func

tions. This supposes that the H56 dedifferentiated parental cell

possess a trans-acting factor or factors that leads to the1 ine

extinction of these hepato-specific functions. Such factors were

called tissue-specific extinguishers (tse’s) and are responsible

for the extinction of TAT and Alb in liver fibroblast hybrids

(Killary A.M, et al. Cell 38:523 1984;Petit C, et al, Proc.Natl.

Acad.Sei.USA 83:2561 1986). Two different acting mechanisms of

these factors can be supposed. First, the trans-acting factors

from the H56 cell line are acting on the regulatory genes and

the second possibility that these trans-acting factors are

acting directly on the structure genes. The first possibility

seems the most probable, on the basis of actual knowledge.

However, there are several possible explanations for how this

but this is not our main object. One of thecould occur,

possibilities is that the common differentiation regulatory

factor prevents the expression of several putative positive

regulatory trans-acting factors. Another possibility is that
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these factors switch on a negative trans-acting regulatory

the binding of the positivethese preventandfactors

interaction,by protein-proteinfactorsregulatory or

preventing the transcription.

In the case of the rat growth hormone <rGH> the combination

positive and negative regulatory elements contributes to theof

extinction of rGH in fibroblast, pituitary cell hybrids. A

pituitary-specific protein is absent and a negative regulatory

element is activated (Tripputi P. et al. Science vol.241:1205-

1207 1988).

of theWhatever the exact mechanism of the interaction

trans-acting factors and regulatory genes, and the trans-acting

factors and structure genes are, it seems probable that several

regulate, in fact,differentiation theregulatory genes

differentiation state of a given cell, by acting on a group of

regulatory genes. One or more of such regulatory gene regulates

the expression of a differentiated function, by swiching on or

off the transcription of a gene. These regulatory mechanisms

acting at transcriptional level, are integrated into the overall

pattern of gene regulation during development.

The normal function of these mechanisms needs other regulato

ry elements such as the DNA motifs, in the 5’region of genes,

necessary for the transcription; promoter elements, cis-acting

elements, like cis-acting, cell type specific negative regula

tory element, hormone responsive elements like GRE in our study,

to mediate the increase transcription of TAT gene by Dex.

The transcriptional regulation is only one of the regulatory

mechanisms. Over this is the post-transcriptional or translatio-
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nal regulation, In the present study, such post-transcriptional

mechanism regulates the induction of TAT activity by Dex in two

the examinated cell lines. Such post-transcriptional regula-of

tion was already stated by Wicks W, D. and co-workers (see

Tirosine Aminotransferase),

In several studies the presence of trans-acting factors was

shown not to be sufficient for their interaction with the DNA.

In the case of TAT, Becker P.B. and co-workers (Cell 51:435-443

1967) showned that the presence of the factors in nuclei is not

suficient for their interaction with potential target sites. It

seems necessary or the modification of the proteins or a DNA

signal to regulate normal binding and protein DNAthe

interaction. This signal can be a DNA modification like DNA

methylation and indeed this can regulate the protein DNA binding

and in this way the gene expression.

In several studies, the function of DNA methylation in the

gene regulation was demonstrated. The correlation between the

demethylated state of certain sites in the 5’region of genes and

the transcription of this gene (Tratner J. et al. Mol.Cell.Biol.

7: 1856-1864 1987 , Razin A. Bioch. et Bioph. Acta 782: 331-342

1984). Another conclusion of the present study was the corre

lation between the expression of AFP and Alb genes and the hypo-

methylated stage of M 0 and M-2 respectively M+l sites in the

5’ region of this two genes (see Results and Discussion).

In other studies, as in that by Ott M-Q. and co-workers(Ce 11

30: 825-833 1982) it was demonstrated that the DNA methylation

is necessary but not sufficient for the gene expression.

In the overall mechanism of gene regulation the presence of
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is necessary a given pattern of methy-trans-acting factors

lation of the specific CG dinucleotides, as well as the specific

alteration of the chromatin structure for the protein-DHA

interaction and the consequent regulation of gene expression.

Several doubts still exist but we think that the present

study can contribute to the understanding of the regulation of

gene expression in hepatoma cell lines.
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